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READY FOR KIPPY KARNIVAL
Opens Wednesday Night With Comedy—Kar
nival Ball and Queen Selection Friday Night

Rockland, Maine. Tuesday, February 10, 1948

Junior Class Play

A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, from the foundation of the American Republic
our forefathers, whatever their creed', or condition. or race, or
nation of origin, have been wont to turn to the God of the Uni
verse for guidanee and blessing; and the founders of Hampstead
early built here homes ot worship; and God has signally blessed
our people whenever they have called upon Him and followed Him;
and
WHEREAS, men of all faiths today realize that only Divine
wisdom and the following of God's commandments can help our
people and the world in the bewilderment and turmoil of these
post-war years; and
WHEREAS, the Council of Church Women of Rockland, unit
ing with similar groups across America and throughout the world
has designated Friday, Feb. 13, 1948, as a ' World Oay of Prayer,’’
urging people to gather to ask for divine guidance fot themselves
and all mankind!, and.' to give of their plenty to others as a token of ■
brotherhood and of gratitude:
THEREFORE. I, <Xgood A. Gilbert. Chairman of the City
Council of the City of Rockland, do proclaim Friday, Feb. 13, 1946,
a Day of Prayer In Rockland; and do call upon all our citizens to
give reverent attention to the purpa.es of this observance, to
offer their own prayers and1 petitions to their Heavenly Father,
and, if possible, to attend’ corporate worship at some religious
service of the day. Let tuf each call upon God to aid us in the
establishment of lasting peace, goodwill, and brotherhood every
where in the world.
OSGOOD A. GILBERT.
Cliairman of City Council.
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Saved From Water

The Doctor Has a Daugh- Board Was Divided On Bus Charles Chaples, 11, Grand
I ter” Will Be Presented
Stop—Public Works
son Of Rockland Couple,
February 11-12
Overdraft
a Hero In Fairhaven

THE BLACK CAT
By The Roving Reporter

On Friday at 8.15 an assembly
The City Council wound up at
Two young Fairhaven (Mass.)
was held to give a preview of the loggerheads last night over pro
I Junior Class play. With Mr. Smith posed bus stop change. Chairman boys, with sharp presence of mind
I as master of ceremonies each char Gilbert, ill, and absent from the and little regard for their own
Kippy Karnival opens Wednesday and home made articles in their
acter was presented. First cf all, meeting, left William J. Sullivan as safety, saved an 11-year-old play
night with the presentation of the booths.
; Tommy Billings, a pretty girl of 14 the presiding officer. The ordinance mate from death after he plunged
i or 15, with terrific vitality and a proposes the removal of the present
three act comedy "The Doctor Has The Skyliners will play for the
wild imagination proved that her bus stop ip front of the Thorndike through broken ice into the Acush
A Daughter" hy the Thespian So annual Karnival Ball which will
one
aim in life is to make every Hotel to the island in front of net River off Sconticut Neck, East
ciety troupe of the school. The play open with the coronation of the
body happy, much to the consterna Chub’s gas station between Winter Fairhaven.
will be repeated Thursday night. Queen at 8.30.
tion of all. This part is played by street and ttfe Strand Theatre.
Heroes of the near tragedy were
Directed by Submaster Allston The Queen of the Karnival and
Dorothy Curtis and Jean Weir.
McLoon and Bicknell voted for the Charles Chaples, 11, of Bellevue
Dodo
Grant
.
Tommy
’
s
chum,
played
Smith, the play will have a cast of her four attendants will be pre
change while McCarty and Sulli Road and William Kelly, 12. of
by Lois Tootill showed that her en van opposed it. Gilbert’s absence Hathaway street, East Fairhaven.
characters comprised of Dorothy sented with a wealth of gifts from
thusiasm
went
in
another
direction
Curtis, Jean Weir, Lois Tootlll, El Rockland merchants, at the ball
prohibited a settlement and the Dragged from the frigid water was
—that of eating.
vira Johnson,
Florence Eagen,
matter
was carried along to the John Sylvia of Bay street, East Fair
Tall, angular and thirtyish, Cleota, next meeting.
haven.
Richard Mslntosh, Marilyn Dudley, and immediately following the cor
the maid proved to be Elvira John
Charles, William and John were
Ruth Roberts, Kenneth Nelson, onation ceremonies.
A petition signed by Robert Hud
son; Mrs. Billings, the mother, an son, Frederick Bird and Kennedy’ sliding at the time the mishap oc
Jack Northgraves, Carolyn Chis Gifts to the Queen will include
attractive, capable woman of 40 Crane asked the Council to change curred.
holm, Jane Mullen, Wesley Hayes, a negligee set from Savitt’s Inc.,
j was Florence Eagan: Dr Billings, the hours for use of the parking
John's sled coasted toward the
Beverly Brewer, David Cassens and and a suit from Senter Crane's.
T. Raymond Pierce of Wellesley,
her husband, gentle, kindly. Rich meters from the present 8 a. m. to deeper part of the river where the
David Ulmer.
Daniel’s Jewelers are presenting a
ard Macintosh. Flora Lee Billings, 6 p. m., and to 10 p. m., on Satur ice has the "bends.” The coating Mass., writes:
Election of the Karnival Queen chain and pin set; Alfreda Perry, a
"Will the gentleman from Need
an attractive twenty, serious mind days to 9 a. m., to 5 p. m. on Sat broke and plunged him into the
will occupy a part of Thursday. dress; Bell Shops, pajamas; Suika
ed. charming, played by Ruth Rob- urdays. The petition was filed with near-zero water. Unable to pull ham. who called my house in my
Five Senior class girls arc contest Jewelers, gold compact; Quality
1 erts and Marilyn Dudley; Chuck out action at the time.
himself back onto solid Ice be absence two or three weeks ago,
ing hotly for the honor which this Shoe Store, evening shoes; E. B
please call again on a Saturday.
Hall, 14, likeable and easily excited,
year brings also a wealth of gifts Crockett, nylon hosiery Manhat
City Manager Farnsworth was cause the edges of the hole cracked
Kenneth Nelson and Jack North authorized to execute final papers as he placed his weight on them,
from generous Rockland merchants. tan Jewelers, compact; Carroll Cut [
I expect that Col. S. E.Willard
graves; Lulu Thaxter, an over-sweet with the Federal government for the boy could do no more than keep
In the Queen race are Gloria Stud Rate. Black Magic Set; Endicottwill be on my neck for inadvertent
woman in her late thirties, given to the acceptance of the establishment himself afloat.
ley, Natalie Nash, Jean Young, Johnson Shoe Store, shoes; Leigh
stating that he was instructor
extravagant gestures and breath known as the Rockland Municipal
Charles and William, observing ly
Mona Joyce and Barbara Fuller. ton Jewelers, bracelet; Bettefan
of the local "Coast Guard Battalion”
All have their supporters working Shop, printed scarf; Al’s Beauty Sa Gov. Hildreth Guest Speaker Named As Outstanding Mem less speeches, Jane Mullen and Airport. later Councilman Robert their plat-mate's plight, went to his Of course all his friends know that
Carolyn Chisholm; David Terrance, McCarty explained that the re aid. Lying fiat on the ice they
for them and the election promises lon, beauty
treatment; Lloyd's
At Kiwanis Meeting
ber Of Tyler School
a good-looking young man of 25, sponsibilities visited upon the city wiggled forward until Charles I meant to say “Coast Artillery"
to he a close one. Results ol the Pharmacy, Evening in Parks- set;
Safety
Patrol
Last Night
Wesley Hayes; Cassandra Thorn, an in the contract for maintainance reached the edge of the hole. Wil Battalion.
election will be kept secret until Eugene’s Studio photograph; Slksthe moment of the coronation by’s Flower Shop, an orchid cor Gov. Horace A. Hildreth warned Raymond Kirk, 11, son of Mrs. elderly woman, tail, austere, vigor of buildings and runways has been liam. holding Charles, formed the A Warren woman writes:
ous, Beverly Brewer: *Ed Smith, a passed to the present lease holder anchor section of the human chain. "1 happened to glance out of my
march at the ball Saturday night. sage; Strand Theatre, passes. Maine
Friday afternoon and evening Music Co., records; Rockland Candv against a third party in this coun Carla Kirk, was chosen Monday as stocky, grim visaged man in his of the field, Jack Dodge, in his con
None cf the trio was reported to window, Thursday afternoon, and
will be occupied with the midway Co., box of Schrafft’s chocolates; try, the like of which Henry Wall outstanding member of the Tyler fifties, with a notoriously bad tract.
have suffered any ill effects from saw a beautiful, fairly good-sized
temper,
David
Cassens,
Mr.
Coddle,
in the High School gym and class H. H. Crie Co,, shoe skates; Bicknell ace is sponsoring, in speaking be School Safety Patrol. He was re
Overdrafts showed up in the fi the near-tragedy.
doe, but very tired, after being
rooms. New and novel features Hardware, cookie jar; Main Street fore the Kiwanis Club last night warded by the presentation of the a dapper gentleman dressed care nancial report in the Public Works
The above clipping from a New chased by two large fox-hounds,
fully in a loud style, Davd Ulmer.
have been prepared by students and Hardware, casserole; Wotton’s, ny
Bedford
newspaper
will
Department due to the unusually
interest . she stopped in front of my house
teachers to keep things humming lon hosiery; Hotel Rockland, a din on the occasion of Its 12th anniver Chief of Police Award for the boy
heavy snowfall this year. Keeping Rockland readers as Charles Cha- and staid one and one-half hours.
sary
charter
night
at
Hotel
Rock

who
best
followed
the
principles
of
through the show.
pies,
son
of
Mrs
Phyllis
Matson,
ner; Gregory's, ski jacket; Millin
city crews at work on the snow and
walking very slowly, one or two
Peter Su'ides is general chair ery Manufacturing Co., a hat; land He cited an example of third safety in school and outside. The
ice problem continually with extra now residing in Fairhaven, Mass., steps at a time. Finally the mail
man of the Karnlval with Richaid Studley Furniture Co., traveling party power In France where prior award was made by Frederic Bird,
help and equipment on several oc (formerly of Rockland), is the sec man came along and she went a
Pease as his assistant. Faculty ad case; Knox County Flying Service, to the war a minority party held chairman of the Community Build Exhibit At Nurses’ Home Is casions, in order to keep the streets ond to be a hero in the family. His little farther along, then leaped
visors are Principal Robert Clunle, a sightseeing flight.
passible, caused the department to brother, Robert, and cousin Barbara over the big snow banks by the side
ing, who presented membership tick
One Of Exceptional
Submaster Allston Smith and Dan Gifts to the attendants include the balance of power and Premiers et number one on behalf of Chief
Dyer, saved a man’s life here in ap of the road, into the pasture, and,
exceed its budget.
fell
with
great
rapidity
after
failing
proximately the same place In the I hope, to safety, away from those
iel Noonan
beauty treatments for each by the
George W. Lilienthal.
Interest
Summer of 1944. Charles’ grand terrible hounds. Now, why don’t
Master of ceremonies for the Raseway. Peter Pan, Helmi’s and to form cabinets. He blamed this The award was made in front
_
Dodges
vs.
Belfast
Karnival will be Leonard Galiano Gilberts beauty salons. Hotel Rack- phenomenon of government for the of the assembled school with Mrs.
parents reside on Brewster street, the hunters keep their dogs tied up.
<".ra^ workers from this area of
whose responsibility it will be to land will entertain the Queen and fall of France in World War 2. He Sally Haskell introducing the visit- \ Ma:ne ve today displaying their
Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. E. U.
keep the entertainment going as the attendants at a dinner. Rock also stated that such a condition ors, who made the presentation.
Bangor also has ’em. Vandals
I
purses Home for the At the Community Building Chaples.
scheduled The program for the en land Candy Co., will present each exists in New York State where a The award is to be an annual af- ,
there destroyed the shelter at Bass
1 2£t*le. ^nox Hospital Aux-tertainment is listed below.
Park
Rink. Too bad when publicMonday
Night
: with a pound box of Schrafft’s third party, he thought a labor fair and is donated from personal
T^e s^ow
** open from
Youthful Visitors
spirited citizens are doing their best
Scene: "Give Away Inn."
chocolates. Strand Theatre ks issu group, the name of which he could funds by Chief Lilienthal. Other i 7 unt>! 9 P- m. A tea will be held
Time: Any Valentine Day.
to make young folks happy.
ing two passes to each attendant. not recall, could elect either a Dem schools will be included in the jfrom to 5 o clock. While there is I The Rockland Dodges will meet
Our Hero: Dan Cupid.
—o—
Knox County Firing Service at the ocrat or Republican to office as they awards as safety patrols are formed, ino c^al’e l°r admission, a silver the Belfast Merchants on the Con- Brownie Scouts Initiated Into
Master of Ceremonies,
munity Building court Monday
Alton Hall Blackington suggests
Municipal Airport will give each chose as they held the balance of At present, Tyler School is the only collection will be taken
Leonard Galtano
that we reproduce some of the pic
Mysteries Of a News
Orchestra
The workers, not hobbyists, are night. The Merchants are one nf
Ian extended sightseeing trip over voting power in the State.
one m the city participating in the
tures we used in 1918 when the har
strongest professional teams in
Opening Chorus
the area.
Gov. Hildreth feels that the program which is used to provide engaged in building what amounts the
paper
Office
Ballet.
bor was frozen over. That was the
the
State
and
are
contenders
for
to a specialized Maine industry with
The gifts are now displayed in the Democrats are like little boys safety near schools nationally.
Barbara Bay, Catherine MacPhail
the
State
crown
in
that
field.
Game
The chatter of linotypes and the last year of World War 1, when the
each manufacturing their special
'show windows of Senter-Crane’s "whistling by the graveyard” over
"Fun and Fancy Free."
Virginia Manning
contented hum of presses of a rou Penobscot Bay Islands were frozen
ties for sale. A similar project time is ret for •7.30.
and Savitt’s Inc., together with the Wallace third party while the
•• •
Duo-"ABC-USA."
Story
Of
The
Play
Saturday morning in The Cou in. Vinalhaven got its war news
started
in
California
has
grown
to
photographs
of
the
contestants.
Republicans
are
finding
it
hard
to
Patricia Bisbee. Carl Gray
The Dodges dropped one to the tine
• • • •
rier-Gazette
office was varied last through the medium of The Cou
sizeable proportions and covers the Waldoboro
Trio "Dese-t Song
restrain their glee at the Demo
Firemen recently 55 to 43
Junior booths and committees for cratic party break. The Republicans
Jeanne'te Escorsio
State; giving employment to a to make it five straight in the loss week by the invasion of 14 bright rier-Gazette’s bulletin service. But,
_
Donna Gardner. Bertha Dondts.
the Kippy Karniwal are as follows; might well watch their position, “The Doctor Has a Daugh great number of persons and reviv
Brownie Scouts cf Troop No. 6 Alton, have you forgotten the ice
cohtflin, while Waldoboro chalked faced
Specialty—“Mammy.''
General Chairman, Richard Pease. as a third party could well disrupt
who came in to get a first-hand embargo cf 1903-4, when they trot
ing the art of crafts native to the
ter,
”
To
Be
Seen
Wed

Carlyle Brown
Hot dog booth, faculty advisor. Mrs. either party’s program by throwing
knowledge of how a newspaper is ted horses cut as far as Owl's Head?
"Rose O'Day."
Backed now, financially, by
nesday-Thursday Nights section.
Lena Sargent; committee: Vic their power in the direction of the
Beverly Havener
made, under the eagle eyes of Mrs.
The exhibit has been shown at Nelson Brothers, the Dodges the
“I also recall," writes Alton, “a
are
"Let My Song Fill Your Heart."
toria Wiggin, Arlene Cross, Richard
the Sweat Museum in Portand re- I making a comeback and may take Marie Studley and Mrs. Frances neighborly stunt—that I have never
group
which
would
give
them
the
|
The
adventures
and
misadvenRay Pendleton
McIntosh and Betty Crozier. Soda,
Muller.
centy
and
has
had
the
work
of
sev

forgotten. The shoveling bee, on
Bolo.
; tures of Miss Tommy Billings.
the first step in the win column nex’
Faculty advisor, Mrs. Gracfct De most favorable offer.
Thej- were intrigued by the lino Main street, when everyone got out
eral local persons added for this !1 Mrinday
Joan Prock
night.
Arias; Committee: Betty Pendleton. He advised voters, if they did not small town junior miss, who has showing.
Specialty.
type
machines
and
thrilled
with
de

Waldoboro (55)
Mary Ellen Brown
John Benson .Henry Sleeper, Lucille like the practices and policies of seen too many movies for her own
light at receiving their own names and tackled the snowdrifts and then
P on metal slugs and doing a bit of sat down to a community feed. I
"So Far."
F.
F.
Raster and Jean Weir. Roll-em: their present party, to either take and every one else’s good is the
Jean Young. Jack Passon.
Retort Courteous
Moody If............. 11
1
23 personal printing. A hundred and made one photo—of A. B. .Allen and
Faculty advisor, Mrs. Reta Robin the troubles to officials of the par- chief concern of the Junior class
Stanley Walsh
.Ralph rf ............. 4
0
8 two year old copy of The Courier Tom Griffin—and others, standing
son; committee: Kenneth Nelson, ty to straighten out. or, go over the ! play “The Doctor Has A Daughter.”
Specialty,
other party. Do not go off on a peb. 11-12 at the High School Aud6
Peterson c .......... 5
16 awed them. Ink by the barrel in in front of a deep drift, opposite
Gall Clark
Timothy
Flssette,
Charles
Emery
2
Sydney
Davis
Replies
To
Allen's store Today, nobody does
"None But the Lonely Heart."
Burnhiemer lg ... 0
2
and Bernard Curtis. Movies: Fac frolic of your own with a third itorium. Lovable but with an over
stead of the bottle interested them anything, except in Lynn. Up here,
Dick Giles
party which is not good govern-'active imagination.
[ Wlnchenbach. rg
1
1
3
ulty
advisor,
Mrs.
Reta
Robinson;
Critics
In
Letter
Without
to
the
extent
that
many
took
home
Specialty,
the street department waits until
[Bagley rg ............ 1
1
3
Greta Nelson
committee: Oliver Curtis and Edgar ment as we consider it in the United | Tommy gets practically everyone
—
Fireworks
— generous samples on various parts the residents have shoveled their
—.
.States, he said.
in hot water. Her father, the doc"Smoke Gets In Your Eves."
Kent.
of
their
anatomy
and
the
big
news

Jeannette Escorsio
| The charter night banquet was'tor. her chum. Dodo; her sister,
Totals ........... 22
11
55 paper press with its huge rolls of driveways, then along comes a plow,
Port Clyde, Feb. 2.
Quintet Specialty.
and fills it up. If it is slushy, they
Rockland (45)
Dirk McIntosh. Charles Foote. Ken Nel | Rev. Tom G. Akeley of the Epis held in the main dining hoom of nora Lee; the eccentric maid. Cle- Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
paper left them spellbound. The
F.
copal Church, Gardiner, accompan Hotel Rockland with President Al- ota; and the school teacher. Miss
F.
P group departed convinced that they wait till it's froze—and then come
son. Dick Pease, Oliver Curtis
Ames If ............... 2
Closing Chorus
1
ied by 20 members of his Y. P. F.. mon P. Young presiding. The in- Thaxter who is just crazy for cul5 knew all about the newspaper game back and dump on more—damn
Orhcstra
T. Whittier If ..... 2
6 and bearing a special souvenir in 'em.—And you can quote me.”
2
and a few guests drove cross coun vocation was offered by Rev. Charles ;ture, all are victims to Tommy’s
The Junior Class play business try through the extreme cold Sun R Monteith of the Congregational scheme to make everyone happy—
.Flint rf ............... 2
2
6 honor of the visit.
your
paper
Jan.
27
and
signed
by
committee is headed by Grace day for a Joint meeting with the Church.
; Allen rf ..............
whether they want to be or not.
4
0
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YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Prior to their call at the newspa
someone
who
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as
John
Shef

Thompson as business manager young people of St. Peter’s Church ! Following the meal, Rip Page of j However, when the wealthy spinG. Whittier c ..... 6
12 per office Brownie Troop 6 girls held
0
GRATITUDE
field.
It
makes
me
feel
like
singwith Marilyn Cates as assistant; ln this City, arriving in season for Bangor. Governor of the 9th Dis- ster Miss Cassandra Thorn, pays
McRae c ............~ . 0
0 their session at the scout room. I thank Thee. God,
0
Gaily decorated booths will line a piping hot fish chowder supper trict of Kiwanis. was Introduced, the family a visit and Tommy de0 Some brought their money for the That blessings do not cease with Joys
McConchie lg .... . 0
0
the, walls of the gym with the served by Mrs. Frank Fuller. Mr. as was Lt. Governor George Gld- cides an ancient romance should
around us
Peterson lg ......... . 0
0
0 Juliet Lowe fund and baby clothes
Or memories of happier yesteryears.
Freshmen having charge of the and Mrs. Lester Harriman, Mrs. dings of Augusta, ten Euranious be revived, the complications that
Duff rg .............. . 4
8
0
be sent to Italy. Each Brownie But lie in clouds engulfed in silver
popcorn, tea room, fortune telling Bernard Kaler and Charles H. Mc was inducted into club membership ensue almost teach her a lesson, letters which appeared last Winter,
—
—— to
—.
linings.
will make a poster on China for the
and check room booths. Sophomore Intosh. Devotions ln the church by Mr. Page. The past presidents Answering Lonely Heart advertise- concerning me and written by Mrs
Totals ............. 20
5
45
ln rainbows formed from dropa
Tea to be held on March 14 Or of
will handle the nail driving, bean were followed by a business session of Kiwanis were introduced bv ments, rewriting the school play. Springer, who gave a fictitious ad
fallen tears.
Referees. Hilton, Heald. Time, Silver
at the home of Mrs. William Tal That rarest
gems are not picked up at
bag, Dodo and grab booths. Hot and a happy hour of fellowship In Presidents Young as each rose in getting the money for her father's dress, and by another critic, who in 4-10's.
bot.
Joan
Hudson
will
represent
«
leisure.
the
minds
of
many,
may
have
been
dogs, soda. Hollem and movies will the Undercroft.
j answer to his name A moment of clinic, patching up broken hearts,,
But are bought with toil and patient
the
troop
in
Chinese
costume.
Mr.
Dobbins.
However,
one
cl
the
J. Malcolm Joseph, son of Lieut,
be under the direction of the Jun
silence was observed for the late Tommy has a busy time—ana a
The fly up girls, Barbara Marsh, That sacrifice.
love can conquer hate and war
iors. The Seniors will care for jun Penobscot View Grange meets Earle McIntosh, the onlv past pres- few tears before she emerges trium- writers referred to, branded me as and Mrs. John M. Joseph of 9 Jeanne
Stewart. Carolyn Snow, Bar
fare:
about
everything
except
a
law-abidBroad
street,
will
receive
the
Eagle
ior golf, baseball, darts, hamburgers Thursday night at 7 30 p. m.
ident to have d‘ed since the club ,phant. All's well that ends well,
bara Whitehill and Daisy Hutchin For the gift of courage, strong, to
ing
citizen,
which
prompts
me
to
Scout
award
at
Brunswick
Feb.
21.
was formed 12 vears ago.
sighs Tommy—and her scorched
pay the price.
Joseph 18, and a Senior at Rock- son were given copies of the scout
Norman T amhert’s orchestra of family and friends are forced to answer my critics collectively.
laws, promise, mottb, slogan, and I thank Thee. God, for pain and bit
As
many
of
the
readers
of
your
land
High
School,
is
a
member
of
station WLRZ of Bangor furnished agree vith this sub-deb package of
terest heartaches.
paper will recall, Mrs. Sprriger cor- iSea Scout Ship Red Jacket and has sign to be learned.
pangs of loneliness at close of
music for dancine after the dining dynamite.
Brownies listed were: Adele For day.
rected
my
mistake
of
one
year
in
been
in
scouting
for
four
years.
He
room had been cleared of tables
The doubles plan for certain cast
Grossman, Joan Hudson, Deborah That 1 may understand the hearts of
the
date
of
The
Battle
of
Lexington,
also
recently
acquired
the
Boat-----------------------------------------------I parts will include;
strangers.
Levinthal, Judith Marr, Janice Mc
; Wednesday—Tommy,
Dorothy Historically she was correct, but geo- swains Mate rating in Sea Scouting, Intosh. Barbara Muller, Yvonne Sal- And guide a weary traveler on the
logically, I was. Meantime, she in-- one of the highest in that branch
way.
I
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[Curtis;
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Ruth
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imen. Daisy Hutchinson, Verna-Ma
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An opportunity to make an esti- Chuck, Kenneth Nelson
Lulu sinuated that I didn’t know how to ; of trie Boy Scouts of America. Be- rie Studley, Patricia Gac, Carol Ann I thank Thee for an inward peace en
measure lobsters, but that was a fore coming to Rockland two years
circling,
mate on your Body and Fender :Thaxter, Jane Mullen
Cash. Barbara Marsh, Judith Pease,
the best in all mankind,
Work
I Thursday—Jean Weir, Marilyn m nor Incident compared to what ag0, he was a member of Troop 85 Ann Savitt, Jeanne Stewart, Carolyn For topower,
see.
writer said about me.
at Truro, Mass. His father is comALEXANDER'S AUTO BODY Dudley Jack Northgraves, Carolyn theHeother
Snow, Barbara Whitehill, Janice For stepping-stones to greater depths
spoke
of
me
as
being
an
isolamanding
officer
of
the
Rockland
of living.
54 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME. Chisholm, respectively.
tionist and insinuated that I had Section of the Coast Guard which Black, Dorinda Coughlin, Linda For a closer, inner consciousness of
Thee
Advertise in The* Courier-Gazette stored illegal lobsters in bags in [ embraces the area East to the Can- Daniels.
—Fern Curtis.
Teel Cove. In answer to that, I’ll : adian border, with headquarters
Jaseph Battista, brilliant Ameri
say this: Isolationists never cause ; at southwest Harbor.
can
bom
pianist
and
winner
of
much trouble, but interventionists j 1 1
. — famous Novaes Award will appear
do.’
j has a Sea and Shore tendency, and in concert Thursday night at 8
I' As for storing lobsters in bags, like those which I’ve already spoken o’clock at Community Building un
Quality
Economy Service
any fisherman with experience of. are unworthy of recognition.
der sponsorship of the Knox Com
! knows that they won’t live without I
The Best in Upholstering
Sydney H. Davis. munity Concert Association. He
A Comedy in Three Acts
circulation.
Satisfactory Prices
has appeared as soloist under out
Furthermore, its uncharacteris
standing directors and in widely
by George Batson
Guaranteed
Two Weeks’ Service
tic for anyone who believes in the
known symphony orchestras and Make Your Furniture Like New
I laws of ethics. I could delve into
his appearance here is awaited with
Again!
[ more detail about this matter, but 1
keen interest.
For Free Estimates Call—
' due to lack of idealism on the part i
of the writers. Ill refrain at this
Program Chairman, Gayle Rogers
at 8.00 o’clock
PERRIN'S
time.
In referring to Mr. Sheffied, or
Assistant, Betty Crozier
UPHOLSTERING
CO.
THURSDAY
NIGHT
possibly I should say Mr. X, I feel
TEL. 1551-W, ROCKLAND, ME.
THOMASTON, ME.
he’s going a bit too far when he [
Orchestra ............... ................................. direction Mr. Crockett
BUDGET TERMS
U-tf
tells a person to "put up or shut ]
Opening Chorus ............. ,.......................... direction Mrs. Sanborn
Tickets—Reserved Seats 50c, rush seats 35c, tax inch
Masons
and
Friends
i up.”
Ballet
.........................
..............
Barbara
Bay,
Catherine
MacPhail
Reserved seats checked Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday from 3.45
1 While he may be a so-called |
Fun and Fanev Free ...................................... Virginia Manning
Invited
to 6.00 p. m. at Chisholm’s Candy Store and at the Principal’s
modernist, if I were to pass my :
Duo—“ABE-USA” ................................. Patricia Bisbee, Carl Gray
Those Not Solicited,
opinion on this man, I would sug- j
Office, High School Building. /
Trio—Desert Song ................ Jeannette Escorsio, Donna Gardner,
Best that he be examined by a psyTake Sandwiches
Bertha Dotidis
chiatrist.
Specialty—"Mammy” ............................................ Carlisle Brown
$Z. per
Personally
I
feel
that
his
article
Rose O’Day ......................g._........................ -........ Beverly Brcw'-r
VJ WEEK

Its Charter Night

Kirk Boy Honored

Craft Show Today

THE JUNIOR CLASS OF R. H. S.

“THE DOCTOR
HAS A
DAUGHTER”

UPHOLSTERING

KIPPY KARNIVAL PROGRAM

Friday, Feb. 13—2 p. m. and 7.30 p, m.

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FEB. 11-12

MASONIC
ASSEMBLY

R. H. S. AUDITORIUM

Faster CookingInstant Hot Water
Rt

Rockland High School Auditorium

Mobil-flame
I

Solo ........................................ ........................................... Ray Pendleton

POSITION WITH A FUTURE
An old, established, aggressive, billion dollar life insurance
company is interested in discussing the employment of one as
sociate in the City of Rockland.
If you are between the ages of 25 and 46 with successful
sales teaching or public contact experience and if you have already
given some thought to building a business of your own, you may
qualify.
We offer a thorough course, in training, adequate assistance
and supervision, bonus and company pension to the person
selected.
Write full particulars giving family status, age, experience,
previous earnings and two references to: M. J. KELLEY, Dis
trict Supervisor, 150 NORWAY ROAD, BANGOR, MAINE. 12-tf

Specialty ................ .............. ......................... Mary Ellen Broun
“Look For a Silver Lining" Jean Young, Joan Frock, Anna Bullard
Specialty ........................................... _.................................... Gail Clark
“None But the Lonely Heart” .......... -............................... Dick Giles
Specialty ........... Greta Nelson “The Hard Way” .... Anna Bullard
“Smoke Gets In Your Eyes” ............................. Jeannette Escorsio
Quintette Specialty ......................... Charles Foote, Dick McIntosh,

Oliver Curtis, Dick Pease, Ken Nelson
Closing Chorus
Orchestra

THEY ARE BACK AGAIN

SOCONY-VACUUM'S NEW

JIMMIE AND DICK

BOTTLED GAS

THE NOVELTY BOYS AND TROUPE
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
SATURDAY NIGHT. FEBRUARY 14

Scene—“Give Away Inn”
Time—Any Valentine Day.
Our Hero—Dan Cupid

Cora Deane, and Willie and Leis Pierson, Beverly Ann and
Connie Jo. Guest stars Johnny Rise and Shine McRae and
Robert Cokley of Bangor, and also our own Carl Gray and
Bertha McIntosh at the piano.
,

12‘lt

12*13

Master of Ceremonies—Leonard Galliano

ROOMS

DOUBLES—$8.00
Best Room Value in Rockland

WINDSOR HOUSE
12 Myrtle St., Rockland
Tel. 670

COMPTON’S
17 PARK ST., ROCKLAND
Call 1135-W For Service

82-T-tf

393 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
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Athletic Banquet
Noted Speakers Are Coming
When Elks Entertain the
High School Stars
Rockland Lodge of Elks will hold
its first, and what is hoped to be,
annual athletic banquet. Wednes
day, Feb. 18, at the local Elks
Home.
Guests of honor will include some
60 Rockland High School athletes
and coaches, and local noted ath
letic officials.
Speakers for the evening will be:
Adam P Walsh, football coach;
Malcolm Morrill, athletic director;
and Jack McGee, track coach, ail
of Bowdoin College. Motion pic
tures of last season's football
games in Maine will accompany
the principal speaker, Adam P
Walsh. Janies Connellen will be
toastmaster for the evening.
General
Chairman
Gardner
French announces the following
committee who will participate In
arranging the banquet: Executive
committee, Fred Black, Lanscom
Miller, Robert Burns. Clifford
Carroll, Joseph Soffayer. Blake Anr.ls and William Cross; entertain
ment committee Fred Black chair
man, Rodney Feyler and Carl Stilphen; ticket committee Iansom
Miller chairman, Roy Lowe. Wil
liam Blake. Carl Freeman, A1
Plourd. Louis Benovitch. Robert
Brewer Gordon Bowser; refresh
ment committee. Robert BurnChairman,
William
Flanagan.
Thomas Long; reception committee
Clifford Carroll Chairman. Maynard
Marston. George Hamlin. Gerald
Grant. Thomas Anastasio; St" per
committee. Joseph Soffaver Chair
man. Willard Esterbrook, Alex
Wettencel, Howard Dunbar. Aus
tin Nelson. Gerald Elack. Robert
Packard. Ralph Clark rar! Barron:
music committee. Blake Annis;
check room. Charles Thornton.

Scores Were Low

But Any Win Is Better Than
a Loss, Says Captain
Grimes
The Ganders took another low
score game from the Skippers Mon
day night, Feb. 2, and both side
laid it on to the new pins that wer"
in use. but hich score, low score or
no score at all. any time the Gan
ders are out front Is perfectly all
right with the Ganders’ leader,
Ca.pt. Grimes.
The Gander boys are showing
their staying power by gradually
creeping up on the Skipmen and
have cut down their lead to three

2 WAYS TO BUY
BEAUTIFUL WALLS

meL-o-Tim
WALL FIIIISH
You might shop around — look
into all the wall finish: for sale
in town, and find out if they have
all these Mel-O-Tint features
. •. 1. Oil base — no waYer-mix
... 2. One-hour drying ... 3.
Extra coverage, without thin
ning ... 4. Complete washability ... 5. Extra-long life ... 6.
Remarkable ease of application
... 6. Use on any surface. . ..
Or, to save time and bother, just
ask us here at the Norfolk'Paint
Service Center. We can gua
rantee that there is only one like
Mel-O-Tint.

Bicknell's

Hardware
Hardware, Sporting Goods,

Household Appliances
509-513 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

The Bulwer League

Star Alley League

TWICE-A-WEEK

Editor, FRANK A. WTNSIOW
Union High a Game Behind Gulf Still Leading Procession
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
In Boys’ Division—Girls
—Some Upsets the Past
The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846 In 1874 the Courier
In
Sunberth
Week
was established and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The Free Press
was established In 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
Wiscasset Academy, unbeaten in I Monday, Feb. 2, may have been
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
seven conference games and Union
Subscriptions $4 00 per year, payable in advance: single copies five cents. High School, with six wins and one groundhog day to most people, but
to the M. C R. R, it turned out to
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
loss, are leading the Bulwer cage be
day. Swifts was- taken
loop, which will end in two weeks. over victory
the hurdles for five points and
The leaders will meet Feb. 17 In
loss almost dropped them into
[EDITORIAL]
I the closing league contest with this
Union out for revenge after an early the cellar position.
Rufus high with (302) and (115).
j defeat at the hands of the Acad
“HUMAN INTEREST”
emy-men. In addition to the league Brother Brackett brought his gang
of the basement and up into
We are frequently asked the meaning of tlie term "human
lead, representation from this area out eighth
place spot.
in the Western Maine Small Schools the
Interest story.” Never was the answer better demonstrated
Tuesday the Odd Fellows sent
tourney will rest on the outcome of the
than by the half column article which appeared in yesterday's
Lime
Co.,
back into the bottom
the contest.
position, when they took four
daily newspapers describing the rescue of a small dog which
In all games this year Wiscasset points.
About all the Lime boys
had be come marooned on an ice floe 200 feet out in Gravesend
and Union each have a 9-2 record.
be proud of was a tie string
Wiscasset losses were to Lincoln could
Bay, New York. The task occupied1 six hours and engaged
Benner and Lirve high
Academy and the Alumni, while the first.
in the rescue were the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
(268). O’Dell the single (109).
Union has lost to Thomaston in ad- with
In this game (only seven men)
to Animals, the Brooklyn police, Brooklyn firemen, Coast
i dltion to the deleat by the Redskins. rolled
in the (260) class and (240)
Guard and an airplane. When the shivering puppy was finally
Un on girl cagers. with six wins low. (268)
high, a difference of
and no defeats in league competi ionlv (281 pins and ten men bowling.
landed back on shore It Is a question if he fully appreciated
tion appear to have the loop title
the heroic efforts which had been made to save him, but if
Wednesday turned out to be a
well under control but second place
night when the Rockland
there is anything which surpasses the love of a dog, particu
is a toss-up between Erskine Acad- downfall
Wholesale
the skids under the
larly for his master, we have never heard of it.
ery, current occupants of the num Water Co., put
taking four points.
ber two spot and Rockport trailing
What a ball game this turned out
by a half-game.
to be. Howling like a band of In
The
standings
as
of
Iasi
.
SaturTO BUILD A "WHOPPER”
dians on a rampage, the grocery
day:
lads went to work on Gatcombe
We have never heard very much about naval construction
Boys
Won Lost Pet. and
him so badly he rolled
W scasset Academy .... 7 0 1.000 (231),upset
since the last war, but the activities of the Naval department
the lowest man on either
6
Union
High
...........
1
857
flared anew last week with the announcement that there will
Highman Curtis (284i and
Litchfield Academy ..... 5 3 .625 side.
O'Dell (106).
be added to our fleet a mammoth airplane carrier having a
Erskine Academy ..
1 5 .164
Water Co., now has won only two
tonnage of from 60,000 to 80,000, or more than twice the
Bridge Academy
0 4 .000 points in their last two games,
0 5 .000 (which slowed them up somewhat >
Rockport High ...... ...
size of any warcraft now afloat. Planes big enough to carry
Girls
atomic bombs will operate from this new flat-top. Work on
Thursday no match. Spruce Head
Union High
6 n 1 00ft and
Gulf postponed.
the battleship Kentucky and the battle cruiser Hawaii will be
Erskine Academy .... 4 2 .667
Friday another threat to the Gulf
Rockport
High
......
....
3
2
.600
held' in abeyance while plans for thfe craft of "advanced de
team was removed, when the Per
Wiscasset Academy
428 ry’s Market boys pounded the third
3 4
sign" are progressing.
Litchfield Academy .... 2 6 .250 place Snow’s for four points, cook
Bridge Academv ... .... 0 4 .000 high man with an even (300) and
Rockland 21, Thomaston 11
single of (110).
HEROES OF THE COURT
Last Wednesday, the Thomaston
Just nine weeks of bowling, or
sextet
was
again
beaten
by
Rock

Knox County basketball teams are on the final lap of
exactly one half of the I.eague
land. 21-11, Rockland leading all the schedule over now and Gulf Oil with
their season's play, with reasons for elation not lacking. The
way.
two postponed games to roll, one
Rockland High Scool team ranks as one of the best in the
Rorkland
with Snow's and one with the dan
G.
F. Pts. gerous outfit, that Spruce Head
State, Thomaston High is making a splendid showing in the
Economy ............ 2
2
6gang.
;
Knox and Lincoln League, while the Camden High School
0
C. Libby, rg ......... 0
0
Here is how they stand with the
girls have much cause for satisfaction, having come within
Dorman ............ 0
0
0 last half coming up.
an ace of having stopped the Lincoln Academy girls who had
Prock, cf .............. 4
1
9
Won Lost
Delaite, If ............. 3
0
won 32 straight games in the past three seasons.
6 Gulf
,
5
30
Valcnta .............. o
o
0 Spruce Head
10
30
Hooper ................ 0
o;Snows
0
15
25
Proctor .............. 0
0
0 ■Water Company
WILL DISPEL SUPERSTITION
18
27
M. Libby .............. 0
0
0 I O. O. F.
22
23
Connolly, eg ....... 0
Friday the Thirteenth may occasion a few shivers lor su
0
0 Wholesale
24
21
Herrick
............ 0
0
o Perry’s
perstitious persons, but just watch and see how the Kippy
26
19
E Pendleton, rg .... 0
0
0
30
M. C. R. R.
15
Karnlval. to be held on that date, disillusions that theory.
L. Rogers ............ 0
0
0 ,Swift's
14
31
Tire High School students have been markedly successful with
B Pendleton ....... 0
0
0 Lime Co.
33
12
G. Rogers ........... 0
these carnivals down through the years and deserve the con
0
0 High single. ODell
133
Huntlev ............. 0
0
0 High three, Huntley
gratulations of everybody The Klppy Kamival is a meri
327
Thomaston
1462
High team. Spruce Head
torious institution, as it instills business ideals and ingenuity
G.
F. Pts High team single. Gulf
536
on the part of the participants.
Starr, rf .............. 0
0
0
M. C. R. R., 5, Swift, 0,
Johnson, If ......... 1
3
5
Swift—Anastasio. 270; Richard,
Overlock, cf ........ 1
4
6
230; Baum, 239; Roes, 259; Be
Adams, rg............ 0
0
o son.
■
HOUSE CAN REFUTE CRITICS
223; total, 1221.
Or no ................. 0
0
0 dell.
1
M C. C. R..—Anderson, 261;
The Republican leadership in the Senate, which has been
Smith. If ............ 0
0
0
245; Bourne. 263: Rufus.
careful to put first things first, now has excellent prospects of
Stetson, eg, If ...... 0
0 Carsley.
'
0
302; Brackett 277; total. 1348
completing action on the European recovery program by April
Rorkland J.V’.’s 45
1. If there if any fumbling with E. R. P„ it is likely to come in
I. O. O. F„ 4, Lime Co., 1,
F. Pts
G.
the House. While Republican policy makers in the Senate are
Paul, rf .............. 3
0
6
I. O. O F.,—Hastings, 260; Chaconfident that they can dispose of the tax measure in short
8 ples. 266: Achorn. 240; Benner. 268:
Johnson .............. 4
0
order, after they have voted on E. R. P. there are warnings
Deshon .............. 1
0
2 Makinen. 266; total. 13C0.
from Representatives that the recovery bill may not escape its
7
1
Smith, If .............. 3
Lime Co.—Melvin, 255; Went
entanglements in the House before May 1.
2 worth.
’
Alden ................. 1
0
261; O'Dell. 263; Snowman,
This would be unfortunate for several reasons. It would
6 244;
■
0
Ware ................. 3
Lime. 268; total. 1291.
tend to force the Senate to conform to the unsound House
1
1
Fcote c .......... -.... 0
Wholesalers, 4, Water Co., 1,
program for disposing of tax legislation before taking final
Stratton ............. 0
0
0
Wholesalers
—Hillgrove. 268; Koraction on E. R. P It would give a handle to those cynics who,
1
1
Galiano ..............
3 honen,
,
258; Curtis, 284; O'Dell, 277;
as Speaker Joseph W. Martin. Jr., has been complaining of late,
0
2 Lawry,
Stevens, rg ..... _... 1
259;
total.
1346.
0 i1
0
have been belittling Congress. Unwarranted delay in dealing
Baum .................. 0
2 L Water Co—Winslow, 265; Gat
0
Sleeper .............. 1
with European recovery, contrasted with speed in passing tax
231; Bartlett. 273; Doak,
ecombe
:
0
reduction, would certainly give rise to charges of political
Robarts. lg ........... 3
o r253; Ames. 263; total, 1285.
0
Gustin ................ 0
maneuvering in an election year. And the delay would un
Perry’s 4, Snows, 1.
0
0
doubtedly have very serious repercussions in western Europe,
Pease .................. . 0
—
—
—
Perry's Market—(Bernstein, 245;
which cannot make definite plans for its own economy until
45 Epstein, 252; Cock. 300; Gray. 251;
3
Total .............. 21
the American aid program is fixed, and which is struggling
Hobbs. 296: total, 1344.
Thomaston .l.V.’s , 12
with many difficulties while the Communists jeer that Ameri
F. Pts
Snow's—Lowell. 288; S. Willis,
G.
can aid is only an illusion and a trap.
5 :266: Calder, 239; Genevicz, 257; W.
1
Stone, rf .............. 2
The House can still refute its critics Representative
0
0
Starrett .....
Charles A. Eaton, chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Com
0 I Willis. 280; total 1330.
1
3
Starr, If ................ 1
mittee, has said that his committee would report out a bill for
2 . be represented by a certificate is
0
Elliot, c ................ 1
European recovery by mid-March, and he hopes that It can
0
2 sued by the Red Cross. Th‘s certifi
Hardy, rg ........... 1
be acted upon by the end of that month. For Its own nrestige,
0 cate will automatically pass the
0
Tuttle, lg ............. 0
for the national Interest, the House cannot afford io obstruct
—
—
— i crewmen on the first aid require
thi vital measure. It must demonstrate that American de
12 ment of the Quartermaster exam.
2
Total .............. 5
mo racy on the political level can be as efficient as on the eco
Referee. Simpson . Time 4-8 s
nomic level —Herald Tribune.
The Skipper, two mates, the vice
commodore and committee chair
men attended the First Baptist
games. The Skippers are blaming 1 versatile and adroit in offering rea
Church with 21 crewmen last Sun
this loss on the photographer man, sons why there has been no nose
Tlie Red Jacket crews arc now day along with the other Scout
D. B. Field, who took some flashlight bags on the noses of the bowlers for planning a Round Rob n game of troops in the city.
» * • »
pictures of the two teams, and ac such a long period of time, but tem basketball with several other ships
Sea S'-out. displays will be seen in
cording to Frankie Adams he pers are getting a bit short and Der in the Council. Tentative date for
couldn't see anything for an hour I Cap will have to think mighty fast this series is Feb. 26. Coach Mac- Senter Crane’s window all this week.
afterward. Cajptain Grimes says i to show cause why he cannot justly Farland is whipping them into
According to reports of the De
Frankie hasn't been able to see :he be charged with cruelty to bowlers. shape for all comers. Two games
pins all Winter. Hen Anderson was
But as long as the Ganders are have been played and two cames partment cf Agriculture .the pros
pects for the Winter wheat crops
high man with a moderate 289 and ; winning without spending any have been won,
are growing brighter. Last-minute
• • * •
tlie scores ranged'downward to Bick- money for foodstuffs Der Cap is
Many crewmen are taking the rains late in thr Fall and larger
foreTs 231 which is considered as likely to ride his luck and starve
standard Red Cross First Aid acreages than anticipated in the
absolute zero in Gander-Skipper the two teams to death.
bowling circles.
I Ganders—McDonald 254, Bickford, course with J. A. Perry as instruc North Central states are chiefly
But regardless of how the batiles 231. Sanborn 254, Mills 257, Goose tor. Completion of the course will responsible.
go, the burning question of the mo- , 275; totals 1271
ment is when Is the next feed com
Skippers—Young 243. Mitchel) 236.
ing off? Der Captain has been very i Peterson 247, Anderson 280, Gil
ford 249; totals 1255.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
During a six months’ period, at
ICE Cream Freezer found. Contact this season of the year nearly 120.000 officers-olect stand before
LAURA HANLEY. Newbert *s Restau
rant City.
12*It Grange altars and give their obli
PAIR of Work Horses and Harness gation of service for the year
for sale. CHARLES C. HILL. Shepherd ahead.

Tuesday-Friday

A SHORT COURT TERM
Justice Merrill Presiding Over February Term
—Many Divorce Cases On the Docket
Superior Court convened this
forenoon with a justice new to the
Knox County Bench presiding
Judge Edward F. Merrill of Skowhe
gan is. however, no stranger here,
and will be warmly welcomed. His
stenographer is Fred L. Hayden.
Rev. Mr. Barker offered prayer.
As stated In our Friday Issue a
very short term seems in prospect
with not more than one civil trial
entered since the November term:
• • • •
Following are the divorce cases
enterd since the November term
Carmen G. McLeod of Camden
from Frederick A. MacLeod of
Islesboro. marr ed at Islesboro Oct.
8. 1929. Harmon for libellant
Rae P. Dow from Charles F. Dow.
both of Rockport, married at Rock
port Oct. 4, 1941. Harmon for libel
lant,
Banette E. Whittier from Walter
B. Whittier, both of Camden, mar
ried at Belfast June 30, 1943. Har
mon for libellant.
Lenora N. Davis from George F
Davis, both of Thomaston, married
at Rockland, June 24, 1939. Burrows
for libellant.
Kathleen M. Curtis from Donald
G. Curtis, both of Thomasten, marr ed at Whitby, Yorkshire. England.
May 24, 1945 Burrows for libellant.
James A. Kirk from Marion Kirk
both of Rockland, married at Rock
land, March 30. 1947. Burrows for
libellant.
Helen Pauline Hopkins of Vinalhaven from Malcolm H. Hcpkins of
Worcester, married at Vinalhaven,
March 23. 1935 Burrows for libellant.
Ruth I. Morris from Francis C.
Morris, both of Rockland, married
Jan. 24. 1946 Burrows for libel
lant.
Wilbur W. Strong from Ruth R.
Strong, both of Thomaston, married
at Rockland. Sept. 25. 1935 Bur
rows for libellant.
Amelia E. Gray from James H.
Gray, bojh of Rockland, married
at Rockland Dec. 24. 1918. Bird fcr
libellant.
Mary Patricia Miller of Brighton.
Mass, from George Alfred Miller
of Appleton, married at Rockland,

ton, married at Thomaston Aug. 5.
1931. Wilbur for libellant.
Hilda Y. Rich from Charles J.
Rich, both of Rockland, married at
Rockland Feb. 25, 1945. Wilbur for
libellant.
Ethel D. Leonard from George W.
Leonard, both of Rockland, married
at Rockland, June 8, 1940. Roberts
for libellant.
Harvard A Madigan of Rockland
from Rose C. Madigan of St. Pet’ ersburg. Fla., married at Angola. In
diana. Jan. 6. 1938. Smalley for
Ibellant.
Wlson E. McKeen of Rockland
from Ollie Nancy McKeen, Durham.
N. C., married at Durham, May
10. 1946 Wilbur for libellant.
Arthur L. Ingersoll of St. George
from Helen S. Ingersoll of West
Hartford. Conn , Feb. 19, 1932. Bur
gess for libellant.
Mabel L. Shuman of Warren from
Howell W. Shuman of Sanford,
Florida married at Billerica, Mass.
Aug. 4. 1944 Butler for libellant.
Travis Ingham cf Friendship
from Ethel B. Ingham cf San Fran
cisco. Calif., married Nov. 4. 1944.
Burgess for libellant.
Bessie Vinal Polk of Vinalhaven
from Charles E. Polk of Gloucester,
Mass., married at Vinalhaven, Aug.
22. 1936. Roberts for libellant.
Charles A. Lundell from Adele Y
Lundell. both cf Rockland married
at Brooklyn, June 12, 1921. Eurrows for libellant.

July 13, 1946. Leonard F Williams
of Lewiston for libellant.
Jennie E. Wing of Camden frem
Eugene A. Wing of Rockland, mar
ried at Belfast June 1. 1934 Gillmcr for libellant.
Lois S Daucette of Camden from
I eForpst B. Daucette of Banzor,
married at Camden Feb. 16. 1918.
Gillmor for libellant.
Rita M. Scott of Rockland from
James T Scott of Portland, married
at Waltham. Mass.. April 13, 1940.
Grossman for libellant.
Inez O. Burns from Arthur C.
Burns, both of Rockland, married
at Rockland. June 9 1934 Grossman for libellant
Herbert L. Maker cf Port Clyde
from Marjorie Maker of Rockport,
married at Thomaston. Nov. 24. 1945.
Grossman for libellant.
Roy W. Weaver. Jr. from Helen M.
Weaver, both of Thomaston., mar
ried at Rockland. Nov. 11, 1946.
Grossman for libellant.
Clara N. Payson from William M.
Payson, both of Rockland, married
at Rockland. Aug 9, 1919. Burgess
While more than 5,000.006 cars
for libellant.
James A. Saucier of Rockland and trucks rolled off the assembly
from Mary S. Saucier of Portland, | lines of the United States and
married at Rockland Sept. 20. 1945. I Canada during 1947, the demand
! for this type of equipment it st*ll
Wilbur for libellant.
Jessie Y. Dow from Eben C. Dow, far greater than the supply.
both of Rockland, married at Rock Barring strikes and other unforland July 15, 1944. Wilbur for libel seen difficulties, the forecast for
1948 Is that about 5 500.000 auto
lant.
Stillman A Taylor of St George mobiles and trucks will be built in
from Miriam A. Taylor of Thomas- the United States and Canada.

PIN BALL MACHINES
Due to recent publicity there seems to be some
misunderstanding in regard to the playing of pin
ball machines. It is still legal to play such machines
as long as there is no gambling in connection there
with and no free plays. No one will be interfered with
in any way under such circumstances.

AUTOMATIC MACHINE COMPANY
ROCKLAND. MAINE

The Sea Scouts

ALBERT E. MacPhail

Hill. Union. Me

12-14

1940 FORD Dump T uck for sale, excellent condition TEL. UNION 9-24.
12-13

PLUMBING AND HEATING

In 1945 California led all states
1
in per capita retail sales with an
average of $752 per resident.

445 Main St., Rockland, Phone 738-W

ISLAND CREEK
SOFT

COAL
COMPLETE
TIRE SERVICE
AND GUARANTEED
TIRE REPAIRS

K™, Now $15 £
NEARLY ALL LUMPS—FOR YOUR

STOVE

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
25-31 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

BOILER

THERE’S

BERWIND’S

FURNACE

Telephone 487

WEATHER

LONG

NEW RIVER
COAL

AHEAD

FOR

DISTANCE

After six years of shortages and

crowded condi

tions, Long Distance service is getting back to normal.
Delays are fewer — and shorter. In fact, 9 calls in

10 now go through while you hold the line. We

AND PLENTY OF IT

know you’ll be glad to get this report — and we re

DOMESTIC RUN OF MINE

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

FAIR

happy to make it.

IDEAL FOR ALL HAND FIRED FURNACES
PROMPT DEPENDABLE DELIVERY

PROMPT DELIVERY

Rockland & Rockport Lime Co., Inc.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONES, ROCKLAND 428 OR 1150-W
10-13

NEW ENGLAND miPHONC & TELEGRAPH CO.

Tuesday-Frida?
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TALK OF THE TOWN

BORN
Dietz—At Camden Community Hos
pital. Feb 8. to Mr. and Mrs. Lew Dietz
a daughter.
Poland—At Miles Memorial Hospital.
Damariscotta. Feb 5, to Mr and Mrs
E A. Poland of Waldoboro, a daughter—
Linda Louise

DIED
Feb. 5-14—Campaign for funds for
Community Building Operating Fund.
Peb. 10—Silver Tea and Muslcale at
Bok Home for Nurses.
Feb. 11-12—“The Doctor Has A Daugh
ter” at Rockland High School
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 12—Community Concert Associa
tion presents Joseph Battista at the
Community Building.
Feb. 13—World Day of Prayer Service.
Feb. 13—Kippy Karnival.
Feb. 14—Kippy Karnvial Ball
Feb. 14—Valentine Dance, at Camden
Opera House.
Feb. 20- Women’s Educational Club
meeting at Congregational vestry; 3
to 8.30 p. m.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday; (ob
served the 23d).
Feb. 23—Quarterly Meeting of Lincoln
Baptist Association at Baptist Church
Warren.
April 1-2 Republican State conven
tion in Portland.
April 1-3—Annual Carnival of Rock
port High School.
April 2-3—Democratic State Convention
May 3—Annual P.T.A. Ball at Com
munity Building.
May 12-16—At Rockland. Maine An
nual Conference of the Methodist
Church.

The Weather
I thought it was a bit chilly this
morning when my thermometer
registered 10 below for the third
straight day. But in blew Charlie
Lawry quoting Earl Dolham. water
company foreman as saying that
it was 30 below at The Creek.
Whoosh! Mr February we don’t
like your Valentines. And to think
there’s going to be an extra day
in the month. The almanac says.
■'Milder" tomorrow, but don’t take
my word for it.

Edward Gonia bought the Colon
ial Photographic Services wall
paper department stock and will
move it to his store at The Brook.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
meet Thursday night when the
newly installed officers will fill the
chairs.

Lawrence White Strout, fireman,
first class. U. 3. N„ son of Mrs. Bes
sie Bradford of 30 Franklin street
has reported for training at the
Machinist’s School, Naval Training
Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
This week is the busiest socially
of the Winter. A ‘must" to attend
is the Junior Class i lay, "The O' '•
tor Has a Daughter," WednesdavThursday at 8 p. m. at the High
School Auditorium Reserved seats
checked1 at 3.45 to 6 o'clock tonight,
Wednesday and Thursday at Chis
holm's or at the Principal's office
High School Building.

Visit Lucien K. Green & Sons,
second poor, 18 School street. Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs. Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices
lOtf

Scott—At Rockland. Feb 9. R-obert D
Scott, age 72 years. 4 months. 24 days’
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock from
Davis Funeral Home. Thomaston En
tombment n Thomaston
Snow—At Spruce Head. Feb. 9, Clara
M. Snow, wife of George M. Snow, age
*8 yars. 9 months. 5 davs
Funeral
Thursday at 2 o’clock at the Spruce
Head Chapel
Interment in Forest Hill
Cemetery. Spruce Head
Wiggin—At Rockland. Feb. 8. Mrs.
Nellie Wilhelmina Wtggln. wife of Le
rov Wiggin. South Thomaston, age 45
years. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock at
Burpee Funeral Home Rev. Alfred G
Hempstead officiating. Entombment in
Sea View cemetery.
Copp—At Batavia. N. Y,. Jan 30.
Howard L Copp. son of Mr. and Mrs
Harold Copp of Thomaston, age 30.
Rurrill—At Camden. Feb 8. Leila
Louise Burrill. widow of J. Franklin
Burrill. age 69 years. Private funeal
Thursday at 2 o’clock from Ollbert C
Lalte Funeral Home. Interment in Ap
pleton in Spring.
Fletcher—At Camden. Feb. 8. Alonzo
E Fletcher. Funeral Wednesday at 2
o’clock from Gilbert C
Lalte Fu
neral Home
Burial in Hillside Ceme
tery. Belmont. Mass., in the Spring.
IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Senla Hill, who died
Feb. 5 1927
Softly stars are gleaming
Upon a precious grave
Where sleepeth without dreaming
One we loved bu‘ could not save.
She Is on a wonderful Journey
F om an old world to a new
Where golden gates have opened wide
To let our loved one through.
Twenty-one years you have slept si
lently
But our memory still lingers on
Of the day we will meet you
Up there on the great beyond
Deeply missed by her Mother and
Sister
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory’ of Jennie L. Rip
ley, who passed away Feb. 12. 1940
Clarence S. Ripley and daughters.

12*lt
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank Dr. Freeman Brown,
Sr. and his son. Dr. Freeman Brown. Jr
the nurses at Knox Hospital and all
friends who remembered me with cards,
flowers. notes and other acts of kind
ness during my stay in the hospital.
Mrs. James Diamond.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my many friends in
Union who sent such a lovely sunshine
box. It did help so much. I did so
appreciate the lovely flowers and
plants, also cards and letters sent
from my many friends in Union and
other towns.
Mrs. Edwards A. Mathews,
Union.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere appre
ciation to all those who helped to make
our youngest son Harry’s stay at the
hospital as pleasant as possible by
sending cards .flowers, gifts and mak
ing calls. We also wish to thank Dr.
Allen, Dr. Kibbee. Dr Brown. Jr., and
the nurses at Knox Hospital for their
kindness to him. Special thanks to
Capt. Ira Tupper and Sophie Palazolla
for the trip to Rockland in the emer
gency in their boat and to Dr Ralph
Earle for all hi$ kindnesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Conway, Harry L
Conway.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our thanks and
apprec.ation to Dr Wesley Wasgatt.
Frances Martel and other nurses at
Knox Hospital,
the Mothers and
Daughters Club, and our friends and
for their many cards and
PLUMBING AND HEATING neighbors
gifts.
“The kind of work you swear by, and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Erickson.
134 Rankin St.
12*11
not at."

l.

w. McCartney

156 NEW COUNTY RD. ROCKLAND
TEL. 1363-J

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all of my friends in

12-17 Rockland and surrounding towns, for
♦he many beautiful cards and letters
I received while a patient at The
Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary All were
deeply appreciated.
Mrs. Guy S. Lord.
Portland, Me.
*

CARD OF THANKS
I would like to thank the church,
American Legion, friends and relatives
for the fruit and gifts I received while
being confined to the house the past
two weeks.
Foster G. Morrison.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to everyone who helped in any
way. and for the beautiful floral
tributes in the loss of our mother.
Mr. and Mrs Everett Lemoine and
family; Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ulmer and
family
Swan's Island.
*

I--------------------------------------------SINCE 1855

There Is no dodging snow this
Winter. Yesterday Harry Fitzger
ald1 received a letter from his son,
Walter, stating that Galveston,
Texas, had just seen its first snow
storm Must have made Walter feel
a little bit less lonesome.
Charles Love, former Rockland
man. is locking up old friends after
58 years’ absence. Finds very few
of them.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Bridges of
Swan's Island were guests at the
Thorndike Hotel last week.

Harry Dow is chairman of the
Men’s Committee which will put on
the program of Baraca Class at the
Methodist Church, Wednesday at
7.30 p. m.

The Elks will have a roast pork
supper, tonight, with balloting on
candidates.
The Coast Guard Cutter Snoho
mish. in its ice breaking tour of
harbors at Stonington. Searsport
and Belfast Friday, broke out Cam
den harbor on the return trip to
Rockland. Sunday the cutter left to
break out the Penobscot river for
passage of a tanker to Brewer.
Youngsters were skating on the ice
at the head of Camden harbor over
the week-end. Owners of boats,
which they were keeping chopped
free, reported four inches of ice.

Frederick L. Duran, former Rock
land police officer, was reappointed
to the department Saturday by
City Manager Farnsworth. Duran
was selected from a class of seven
applicants, the largest since the
Personnel Board system of selec
tion was instituted two years ago.
Duran fills the vacancy created by
the resignation Patrolman Wilson
McKeen two weeks ago.

Carl Douglas Gray was warmly
received in Camden Thursday night
where he appeared as soloist when
Yorkie’s Minstrels- played for the
l ion's Charity Benefits to a capa
city house. Carl's songs were
“What’s the Use of Dreaming?"
and “How Soon." His stage tech
nique was outstanding. Feb. 13.
Patricia Bisbee and Carl will be
heard in duets at the Kippy Karni
val and Feb. 14. he will be guest
star on Jimmie and Dick’s show at
the Community Building.

Rockland Encampment I. O. O. F„
will serve supper Wednesday night
at 7 o’clock. Special election for
Junior warden vacancy. All mem
bers are requested to attend.

In Municipal Court
George Gray of Rockport was
fined $10 and costs of court. $12.54.
on charges of assault and battery
on the person of Philip Grant, also
of Rockport. The judge in suspend
ing the fine and costs and placing
' him on probation, warned that fur
ther trouble with the same boy or
other boys, would bring the neces
sity cf paying the fine plus the
charges for the second offense.

DANCE

Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary,
U.S.W.F., win meet Wednesday
night at Legion Hall. Supper at 6.
Members take prizes.

Representative Margaret Chase
Smith will be guest speaker at Fri
day noon’s meeting of the Rotary
Club at Thorndike Hotel. Lions and
Klwanls Clubs will join Rotary in
hearing the distinguished speaker.

A strong city-wide interest is
manifest in the Perry Markets'
Dreft contest, advertised in Friday’s
Fsue of this newspaper. A first
prize of $1000 will be given each
day also 50 Motorola portable ra
dios. This contest runs 25 days and
Rev. Charles R. Monteith of the free entry blanks may be obtained
Congregational Church, suffering at the Perry Markets
from an attack of laryngitis, wa>
All those taking part in the
assisted by two of his deacons at the World Day of Prayer Service with
Sunday service. Deacon Jesse Brad, the exception of the choir, are
street read the scriptures and made asked to attend rehearsal Thursday
the pastoral prayer. Deacon David at 7 o’clock in the Tower Room,
Beach made the responsive reading. Community Building.
Deacon John M. Pomeroy is serv
ing as an usher during the present
Mr. and Mrs H. L. Dow of Oliver
month.
street attended the Capping cere
mony at Webber Hospital, Bidde
The annual meeting and banquet ford. Friday. They were accom
of the Rockland Chamber of Com panied heme by Miss Irma Snowmerce will be held Tuesday night deal. who received her cap that
Feb. 17, at 6.30. The speaker will night. Miss Snowdeal returned to
be Ray M. Hudson, Industrial Ex Biddeford, Saturday night.
ecutive of the New England Coun
The W.C.T.U. meets Friday with
cil of Boston. Tickets are on sale
by the following committee: Sum Mrs. Minnie Cross. Miss Charlotte
ner Perry. Horatio Cowan. Ketth Cook will conduct the worship serv
Goldsmith, William Koster, F. C ice. A program on Frances^ Willard
Gat-combe, L. E. Coffin, A. W. will be presented in the following
Gregory, Robert Gregory. Robert phases. The “out-door girl," byPendleton, Ed. F. Mayo. Jr.. John Mrs. Anna Brazier; The “Active
M. Pomeroy. Carl Stilphen More Woman,” by Miss Alena Young;
"Advocate of Dress Reform" by Mrs
publicity will follow.
Frances Sherer. The Frances Wil
Memorial fund. Mrs. Ethel
Starting today the Main street lard
Tea will be served by the
window of the J. F. Gregory Sons Colburn.
hostess.
Co. will have a display portraying
the story of the World Day of
One year ago: The Rockland
Prayer. The window was planned Rockets announced their intention
I by MTs. Louis Walker, Mrs Edward of entering the baseball arena—
Glover and Mrs. John Smith Lowe, Land at Schofield-White Park was
and executed by Ralph U. Clark of leased for a seaplane base—Linwood
the Gregory Co. It will have for Its Brackett. World War veteran and
centerpiece, raised high, a large former Rockland man, was killed in
cross, loaned by the Congregational an automobile accident at Belfast—
Church. Under the cross will be a Capt. Lester Kent died at Swan's
copy of the Lord's Prayer, hand Island.
printed by Michael Ristaino, Jr.,
and an open Bible: the whole de The annual meeting of the Al
picting the Protestant faiths. On bert H. New-’oert Association was
one side will be a seven branch held Friday night in Masonic Tem
candlestick, representative of the ple with 30 present. The supper
worship of the Jewish Synagogue, committee included: Mrs. Helen
and on the other a nandsome picture Bean. Mrs. Gertrude Boody, and
of the Holv Communion celebrated Mrs. Golden Munroe. Officers elect
in a typical Angelican Church. A ed for ensuing year were: Mrs.
Rollins, president;
Mrs.
large globe will complete the story Grace
Spaulding, vice president;
of this day of invited prayer by the Mattie
Mrs.
Gertrude
Boody,
secretary
and
women of the world1 of all races and Mrs. Nellie Dew treasurer After
a
creeds.
short business meeting a social hour
The World Day of Prayer services was enjoyed.
will be held Friday. Feb. 13. at 7 30
Mrs F. L. Carsley of Pleasant
p. m. in Community Building. All street has been appointed Rock
persons are invited to attend.
land chairman of the Easter Seal
Until further notice Charlie’s Sales for the Pine Tree Society for
Taxi will be closed all day Sun Crippled Children.
days. —Charles J. Rich. Prop. 11’12

The Rockland Wholesale Grocery
bowling team invades the den of the
Thomaston Lions Club Thursday
night and will try to gain a victors’
from Captain Charles Lawry’s team.
Captain Paul Korhonen has a new
Don't forget to check your setds
curve ball he is going to unveil for
tonight, tomorrow or Thursday, 3.45
the game.
to 6 o’clock, at Chisholm's, or the
Due to a motor truck accident In Principal's office. High School, for
New Hampshire, the Installation of the Junior Class play. “The Doctor
new show cases and wall cases In the Has a Daughter, Wednesday-Thurs
enlarged Gregory’s store will be de day at the High School Auditorium.
*
layed three weeks. A Manchester, 8 p. m.
N. H. firm which manufactured the
cases and started them for Rocki land by truck earlv Monday morn
ing, reported that the truck was in
volved in an accident and the cases
destroyed. One. and possibly two.
persons are reported to have been
GLOVER HALL, WARREN
killed in the accident which de
molished the truck.

Friday, February 13

There will be a special Elks meet
ing at 7.30 before the regular meet
ing to listen to a report from the
investigating committee.

Auspices

The Teen Timers
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TO MEET WATERVILLE TONIGHT

ABowdoinGradnate
Robert M. True, Son Of Phyl
lis Moran True, Won
Many Honors
Robert M. True, son of George L.
and Phyllis Moran True, again
made the Dean's list this semester
and he graduated from Bowdoin
College Saturday, with a double ma
jor in Psychology and Biology.
He won honors as a James Bowdoin scholor in Psychology and Bi
ology and was a member of the Lat
in honor Classical Club. While at
Bowdoln he was laboratory instruc
tor in Comparative Anatomy. He
was vice president of the Bowdoin
Christian Association and a mem
ber of the Alpha Tau Omega Fra
ternity. Extra curricular activities
included the Bowdoin Glee Club,
Bowdoin Band and Bowdoin Polar
Bears.
His research in the Biology De
partment ol Bowdoin resulted in an
original technic “The Staining of
Embryonic and Small Mammalian
Skeletal Systems." and a paper was
accepted for publcation in the
magazine “Stain Technology" on
this subject.
He has been accepted for Medical
School September 1948, and until
that time will be Laboratory, X-Ray
and Surgical Technician at the
Brunswick Hospital.

Visit Clinton F. Thomas, ootome•rtst, for a pair of good glasses. 492
Nd County Road. Rockland. Me.
£,1$
Photo by Cullen
Hours 2 to 5 and £ to 8 p. m., Mon
Rockland s Tigers, who face Waterville tonight at the Conununity day, Wednesday and Saturday.
Building in an attempt to avenge a pievious defeat on Waterville’s home phone 590-M, City.
lOtf
court. Left to right, kneeling: Diek Kaler, Donald French, Donald Marsh,
.Middle row: Charles lleino. Royce Lunt, David Holden. Back row: Milton
Proctor, Al. Bartlett,-Jinuny (dnnelian, Din k Uurgila. Rockland has an
excellent season record to date of ten victot »-> out of 14 games. Losses have
been to Gould Academy, and Waterville, nd twice to Morse of Bath.

Guy Ciolfi. Journeyman tailor, is! dinner ue
recently of Mr. and
in charge of the tailoring depart- Mrs. Lester Shibles in Rockport.
ment at Coffin's. Mr. Ciolfi learned i--------------------------------------------—
came to Rockland seven years ago
the tailoring art in New York nd
with Mrs Ciolfi and their son to
work with Van Baalen-Heilbrt;.
Company.

Meduncook Lodge
NO. 211—A. F. & A. M.

FRIENDSHIP, ME.

THURSDAY, FEB. 12

Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Allen of
Skowhegan were in tl.e City tr at
tend Ladies’ Night at the Kiwai.iClub.

Work On The

Master Mason Degree

NOW SERVING

MARTINSVILLE

SEAL TEST

Mrs. George Nichols and si '
Mrs. William Allwood have closed
the Nichols home for the Winter
and are in Everett. Mass
Mr. and Mrs Harold Hupper wen

BAKED BEAN SUPPER.

ICE CREAM

at 6.30
10-tf

DOWN THE HOME STRETCH
For

The

COMMUNITY BUILDING
OPERATING FUND

Music By

Woodcock’s Orchestra
On
'f>

DANCE

VALENTINE

SATURDAY

Glidden Memorials

FEB. 14

LUTHER W. GLIDDEN

/X-

TEL. 73. THOMASTON

AT

61-tf

w as t'W L »•

Mb ;

' ait

’

CAMDEN
OPERA HOUSE
Music By

You’re the Jockey
On This Disc
And it will be music to
your ears when you hear
the Final Clearance price3
on our overcoats.
There is real satisfying
comfort and warmth in ev
ery coat. Made of fine fab
rics and styled in flatter
ing single breasted or
double breasted models.

Real chatter from the
platter—and going to set
a record for they are priced
at away below present
value.

NEW TOPCOATS
NEW HATS
NEW SHIRTS
NEW NECKWEAR
NEW HOSIERY

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TEL8. »0—1174-M
1W-1U UMEROCK ST.
■OCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

JOE AVERY’S
ORCHESTRA
Benefit
Knox and Waldo Hairdressers’ Association

ONLY FIVE MORE DAYS
In This All Important Campaign To Get Community Building Operating For the Benefit
Of Our Boys and Girls and the Community

Tickets On Sale At All Beauty Salons in Knox and

Waldo Counties
7 <fc 12

COMMUNITY BUILDING WAS A WAR CASUALTY
During War Years Its Entire Facilities Were Given Over To the War Effort. It Has Never

WOTTON’S

Recovered, and No Benevolent Government Can Step In With Aid. We Must Save the In
stitution For the Welfare Of Our Boys and Girls and Our Community.

REMODELLING SALE
WILL CONTINUE THROUGH FEB. 14
The carpenters will begin work on Feb. 16, but
the store will be open for business as usual during
the progress of the work with the possible exception
of a day or two.

M. E. WOTTON & SON
ROCKLAND, MAINE

THIS IS ONE DRIVE THAT MUST NOT FAIL
Give, and Give Generously, and Give Now. Buy a Membership For Yourself and Some
Deserving Youngster As Well.

It’s Your City, Your Children, Your Comm unity Building, and Your Responsibility.

=1
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opinion, and help in clarifying
WARREN
ideas.
Due
to
the
installation
of
offi

Mrs. David Black returned to
The Professor gave many of the
cers
at
Ivy
Chapter,
O.
E.
S.,
Tues

Providence.
problems .bothering the students
Whist Club met Friday night with day the P. T. A., meeting has been Abrahamson Tells Of Present They have a great interest in in
With The Homes
postponed to Feb. 17.
Mrs. Sace Weston.
Day
Conditions
—
Alan
ternational affairs, and are much
Leader
meetings scheduled this
Mrs. Ruby Miller is confined to Miss Winifred Burkett, DDGM.
concerned at the state of the
week to begin at 10.30 a. m„ are:
Bird Describes Gil
her home after a fall down stai- of Camden and staff will install
world. They are widely traveled,
Appleton Farm Bureau, Feb. 12,
Dodds’ Mile
Her daughter, Muss Eleanor Miller. officers for Ivy Chapter, O. E. S„
know about black markets, and ex- ,
at Mrs. Esther Keating’s. Subject
change. Will those young people
R. N. who was with her. has re tonight at a special meeting. In
of the meeting in charge of Mrs.
vited are members of St George Friday’s meeting of Rotary, Pres have to upset their lives again be- I
turned to Portland.
F. A. M., and their wives ident Ken Crane presiding, wit cause of a war with Russia? Quot
The February meeting of the Girl Keating will be "How To Make
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Weston en Lodge,
Each member is privileged to invite nessed the inductiop of Tedd Ladd, ing Gen. Eisenhower, and Hugh Scout Council was held Thursday Mock American Cheese.” Members
tertained Mrs. Horace Hildreth at one
guest. The ceremony will start
night in the Scout - room. Mrs. will make cheese and sample later.
'
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Walter Morse, Dana Jordan and Middleton’s articles in the New Adah Roberts, leader ofthe Sen.or Mrs. , Arlene Collins,
Mrs. Clara
dinner Thursday at Stahl’s Tavern. at 8 o’clock.
„
„...
York Times, tiie Professor saw no Service Troop, andMissRita Ham- .Wentworth and. Mrs.
Rev. George Price occupied the
Sheila Har
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
Miss Elizabeth Robinson, mem Robert Clunie into Rotary Inter immediate chance of that war.
Baptist pulpit Sunday for the first ber of tiie class o' 1950, in the Web national. John Iowe, master of the .
mond, member of the troop gave are on |lR- dinner committee.
serted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cents. Additional
time in several weeks, having been ber Hospital School of Nursing ceremony, eloquently outlined the Will the Marshall Plan be passed? most interesting reports on the
Bristol Farm Bureau, Feb. 12,
lines 10 cents each foe one lime; 20 cento for two time*. Five
He thought it would as a trade Senior Service Convention they at "Rugmaking"- at the church vestry
Incapacitated by illness.
■mall words to a tine.
Eiddeford, received her cap Friday. basic significance of Rotary, its proposition, as our prosperity de
with Mrs. Florence Prentice In
Mrs Blanche Mank who recent Present to view the impressive can
tended in Augusta, recently.
pends
upon
the
huge
export
of
food
expanding
growth
and
influence,
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called 1. e. advertisement*
charge.
Members
will
bring
rugs
Mrs. Lina Montfort who recently
ly visited her daughter, Mrs. Gil dle light ceremony were her par
goods to Europe. What would I resigned as a Scout leader was add finished and members will demonwhich require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaietto
bert Crovell, has returned to her ents. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robinson, and its globe encircling power end
happen if we should stop exporting ed to the training committee to re- strate how to make braided and
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional.
home in Washington, D. C.
and her sister and brother-in-law, touching all humanity. He empha wheat?
Knox-Lincoln Teachers Associa Mr. and Mrs. David Oxton. Muss sized the importance of represent There is nothing in our economy place Miss Clara Leeman who will hooked rugs. Mrs. Roxie Weeks,
tion met Wednesday with Freder Elizabeth Robinson was overnight ing the chosen vocation, and to ' to prevent a depression. Some price take over Mrs. Montfort's troop. Mrs. Josephine Sproul and Mrs.
The registrar reported that there Carol Hatch are in charge of the
keep to the spirit, and ideals of Ro
guest of her parents.
ick G. Payne as guest speaker.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Mrs. Horace A. Hildreth spoke to Woman’s Club Field and Garden tary in practicing that vocation. control of special commodities are 207 girls registered in Scouting square meal for health,
might help to soften a depression. in Rockland. This is the largest | Friendship Farm Bureau. Feb.
50 members of the Parent-Teacher unit meets Friday at 2 p. m.. at Serve your club, sereve your com A
PAINT
Sprayer
for
sale,
almost
new,
I
CHEVROLET
four-door Sedan <1941)
restricted price control might be number of Scouts ever registered in 12. "Salads and Salad Dressings ’ good condition. TEL 729 R
Association Thursday at the High the home of Mrs. Flora Peabody, munity, serve your vocation through desirable.
12-It for sale. Radio and heater, motor reRockland.
-ently overhauled, good tires and new
at
Ray
Hall,
with
Mrs.
Carrie
MacSchoo) auditorium.
Her subject with Mis Everett Cunningham, the beterment of human relations i
• • • •
Z
I battery. Price $975 Call at 29 FrankStrikes are seasonable, and we ,
Farland in charge and Mrs. Ruth
was “The Blaine Mansion." James the assisting
hostess. Program with all your associates."
TO LET
jllnStorTEl. 1551 M.
12-13
Vanderpool, president introduced numbers, taking up geraniums will Alan Bird, a recent sojourner in may expect many in this year, un- i Mrs Lewis Doc of Bath will be Prior and Mrs. Sylvia Cook on the
1 " - ■
SPECIAL Deluxe Sedan (1941) for sale;
the speaker. Refreshments were be. an open reading, ’'Winter-Early New York, told of his experience in less prices go down materially. A present at the March meeting of dinner committee.
THREE ROOM Furnished ApartmentI
clpan car. radio, heater; 81 North
Nobleboro Farm Bureau, Feb. 12,
served by Mrs K K. Weston, Mrs. Morn" b\ Mrs. Frank RowC; “In getting a seat at the Madison large part of the workers find it the Council as guest speaker. All
let
WEBBERS INN. Thoma-ton. , MA.N ST.
12*13
L. T. Weston and Mrs. John Wil door Culture of Potted Plants" by Square Garden to see Gil Dodds hard to get along as the big war leaders of troops are invited to at at Mrs. Lois Hodgdon’s. The subject to
Tel. 340-3.
11*12 !
tend this meeting.
AVAILABLE for immediate delivery, 7
liams.
to be “Rugmaking and Chair CanMrs. William Cunningham; "Scent break the mile indoor record. Al time pay begins to get less.
LARGE Front Room to let. Heated ™ wt Firestone Refrigerators; 7.3 cu.
Mrs. William Talbot, Juliet ing" with Mrs. Jennie Hall in and
Eastern Star Installation
ed Leaied Geraniums." by Mrs. Ab got the one seat left, a very good Mr. Truman will probably be
furnished TEL 277 J or call at ft Coolorator Refrlgeratois.
TRImember, will hold open house charge. The dinner committee wil) 28 Grace
street
11*12 COUNTY FARM EQUIP CO . 116 Park
Officers oi Wiwurna Chapter. O bie J. Newbert; ."Young Geraniums one. Fine view of the track. Dodds’ elected president as there is no Lcwe
a Silver Tea, March 14 from be Mrs. Doris Keene, Mrs. Howard ------------------------------------------------------------- 6t.. Rockland
12*13
E. 8., were installed Wednesday by from Old" by Miss LaVeroe Young; style of running was interesting. worthy candidate to oppose him., the 3and
APT. to let. two Jarge rooms with
GASOLINE Heaters for trucks and
District Deputy Grand Matron Mrs. "Climbing. Cactus-StemmVd and The first quarter was run in record speaker said. Gen. Elsenhower could to 6 in the afternoon for the bene Miller and Mrs. Lois Hodgdon.
bath,
nice
closets.
gas
range
in
Owl’s Head Farm-Bureau Feb. 12, kitchen. Call DELIA YORK. Ill Pleas buses; large type. $39.50 each
New
Minnie Dolloff of Boothbay Har- I-ittle Geraniums" by Mrs. Judson time, the second quarter, a bit slow undoubtedly have beaten Mr. Tru fit of the Juliet Lowe fund. Each
Tel 1148 R
FOREST
trooj will represent a country that “Rugmaking" at Mrs. Nellie Reed’s ant St.
er, the third quarter shaded the man.
lltf Jeep motors.
bor and staff: Organist, Mrs. Fan- lord.
BRAZTER.
12*lt
has
Girl
Scouting.
A
musical
pro

second
for
slowness,
then
the
great
Mrs.
Nina
Perry
and
Mrs.
Edna
FURNISHED Apartment to let. V.
nie Gray; chaplain. Mrs. Victoria The Philathea will meet Wednes- burst of speed that broke the rec- The Professor sees no immediate j gram is being arranged for the aft
Wotton are in charge and Mrs. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1234.
PRESTONE anti-freeze for 6ale at
10-20
Bowe; and marshal. Mrs. Betty Sy- day night at the Baptist parson- ord.Dodds’, 4 min. 5.3 seconds had prospect for any large housing pro ernoon.
BEE LINE SERVICE. 20 Park Place 1C* 11
Nellie
Reed
and
Mrs.
Phoebe
Reed
ject by the government.
LARGE Front Bedroom to let. ad
monds all of Boothbay.
age.
•
»
•
•
won the race three times, but he Our American way of life will
are on the dinner committee serv joining bath, kitchen privileges. TEL. PROPERTY known os Baldy’s Lunch
The officers are: Matron. Mrs. The mid-week Baptist cottage
The Council recommended to the ing the square meal for health at 958-J.
12-13 at 56 New County Road, for sale. Conthis as the great event of continue for 15 or 20 years, retain
Faye Schwartz; patron, Austin meeting will be held at the home claimed
his life.
leader’s Association that ail troop, noon.
FURNrsHED Heated
Rooms and Itact R w TILTON. Windsor House
Winchenbach; associate matron, Of Mrs. Flora Kalloch, Mrs. Edith Carl Moran describing the guest ing a large proportion of our old co-operate w.th the National Or
Tenant's Harbor Farm Bureau, Apartments are available at the FOSS ’___________________________________ 12 13
Mrs. Ruth Hinckley; associate pa- Robinson and Mrs. Nida Copeland. speaker as a college professor who freedoms. After that our .size and ganization in their 1948 project of
HOUSE Tel_«K»__________________ Lit
WHITE.
3-burncr Perfection Oil
Iron, Willard Fowler; conductress, The Fellowship supper will be had been out in the world, giving great wealth will help in the grad- , obtaining kits of clothing, etc. for Feb. 13, at the church with Mrs.
WEBBER'S INN
—
Board and Room by ! Stove with oven. lor - sale. Excellent
_
.
12_n
Gertrude
Hupper
in
charge
of
"ExMrs. Alma Fitch, associate couduc- served Thursday at tiie Montgom- and taking hard knocks, and one ual changes, if anv that may come. other countries and that they send (liange of Recipes." Mrs. Ma belle dav or week Under new ruanagemen; condition TEL. 1254 j.
CALL THOMASTON. 340-3.
lOPlt-ltf
tress, Mrs. Marjorie Freeman; sec- ery rooms, itaving been set ahead w ho from his many services to gov Asked in the question period when at least five kits to National for
LOBSTER
oat
27
foot.
50
Lobster
Rose and Mrs. Margaret Cant are
he thought that tiie depression
retary, Mrs. Rena Crowell; trea- One week Supper committee t- Mrs.
Taps and Dory for sale
LEWIS J.
project
In charge of the square meal for
surer. Mrs. Fannie Brooks; chap- Chester Wyllic and Mrs. Edith ernment. and industry had learned would start? Reply, "About the time their
BURNS. Friendship._______________ 12* 11
Tiie
executive
Board
and
the
Orlife
outside
and
cloistered
walls,
health. This meeting will start at
WANTED
lain, Mrs. Nan Weston; marshal, Robinson, and the program directed
the
next
President
takes
office.
The
MODEL A Ford lor sale TEL. 1315 W
said that while lie could say many depression may be retarded if we gan.zation Committee acted as hos 5 p.m. with the supper..
Mrs. Bessie Brown; organist, H. Oy rpv
perry.
POSITION wanted—practical nurse ____________________________________ 12*13
Union, today, at the church
Esten Boardman; Adah, Mrs. Edna Public supper will be served things about the Professor, he have bumper crops, and Europe be tesses for the evening
• a a a
hospital experience, no objection
EXPERIENCED Stenographer desires
vestry. “Simple Refreshments" will with
Jackson: Ruth. Mrs. Olive Crowell; Thursday al the Congregational would be reticent, as his son taking gins to produce, and the yield over
to light housekeeping for small family. Position ln Ro-kland TEL BELFAST
Girl Scouts of Rockland will have be the subject of this meeting with TEL V INAL-HAVEN 61 or write P O. 862 or write BOX 159. Belfast. 12*13
Esther, Mrs. Ethel Ludwig: Martha, Chapel by the Ladies Circle with the Professor’s course had not yet seas takes care of the majority of
12-13
FOR” SALE
Mrs. Frances Gross; Electa Mrs. ,hls committee: Mrs. Leland Phil- received his marks, and he dared its people. Bad weather would be many new worlds to explore this Mrs. Marion Calderwood in charge. Box 433. Vinalhaven
not say anything to predjudice bad. and would cause scarcity of year, with the addition of 28 pro The meeting will start at 1 p. m.
JOB as lobster pound keeper, helper
L140 Thomaston, 4-room. House with
Evelyn Glidden; warder. Mrs. Ann- {,roo^
Meetings on “Modem Meat Cook or lobster buyer. Some experlece. Tel furnace, automatic gas hot water heat
Klr.
“.J judgment. "I will simply say that llood The Piofessor thought that we ficiency badges to the roster of tliose
I am happy to introduce to you would have some sort of a depres already available. The new badges ery" to be held with the iiome de 58-14 H. C. ELWELL. Spruce Head. er. view of harbor, everything almost
brother
12-13 new
Mrs.. Robert
The Prof. Albert Abrahamson, Econom- sion.
can be earned in such activities as monstration agent at 10.30 a. m ,
A past matron’s jewel was pre- Jr., and __
... Walker.
.
S A. LAVENDER.
BOOKKEEPER wanted, who can also I 1C1 Main St
radio,
aviation,
farm
safety
first
aid
are:
Rockport,
today,
at
Mrs.
Tel. Thomaston 369
sented Mrs. Anne Waltz, the retir- , ,
’RtT g ~ b,e at..4 p- m. ics Professor at Bowdoin College"
Asked about Bowdoir.’s re-action
do typing V F. STUDLEY, Inc . 283
Ladips
"Mission
Corcle
will
meet
Remarking
that
Carl,
and
he
had
12-lt
to
animals,
journalism,
weather,
Harriet
Gardner
’
s.
Mrs.
Harriet
Main
St.
___________
lltf
j
to
Stassen
’
s
speech
Reply,
"About
ing matron, and gifts were also Thursday at 2 p. m., at the chaoel.
plaving ping-pong for the past 12C0 people heard him. and seemed I back yard camping.
FISHERMAN
Lord will help with the meeting and
made to the grand officers. A past Program will be directed by Mrs. been
ARE high prices pinching your pock I
Boats
cost
less
In
Nova
Scotia;
deDue to the critical world-wide Mrs. Minnie Crass, Mrs. Minnie etbook? Can offer few meii $20 to $60
patron’s pin was presented to Willis J' V Cunnningbam. Mrs. Grace ten years in introducing each to like him. he had an especial ap
and built to your specification.
ether and that he felt at home in peal to the younger element.”
shortage of food, the Girl Scouts of Small and Mrs. Mabel Brewster will pe. week for 2 to 3 hours’ work, 5 eve .-igned
Crowell, the retiring patron. Mrs.
Workmanship
quaranteed.
For
infor
nings a week, or more for full time. ma ion write H G. STAIRS. Naval Ar 
and Miss Frances Spear. Rockland, the Professor brought The Professor thought that the United States will emphasize a help with serving dinner
Waltz presented gifts to Mrs. Laiia Simmons
Apply EDWIN WEBBER. 27 Warren
Work
-will
be
given
out
and
it
is
the
greetings
of
some
eight
under

12*13
North Nobieboro and Orff's Cor St. Tuesday evening, Feb. 10 at 7 30 chltect. Mahone Bay. N S.
Blanchard and Mrs. Rena Crowell important that all members be
strikes would not increase our cost whole new agricultural program and
graduates from this city. He .had of living, we might try the English will award n ne badges in-this field ner Farm Bureaus, Feb. 12, at the P m.
SLIGHTLY used Ridge Top Hickory
11-12
Accordian solos were played bv present.
wmnn? Ar-rcn
~ d,.,
Skis with Kandahar bindings for sale,
Ilenrj' Grath; piano solo. Mrs. Fan Rev. Edward L. Manning will at been frequently asked how it felt idea of getting the workers to wait. alone. They are for dairying, farm Community Hail in North Noble
MrDDLE-AGED lady wishes a Po6ipoles. $28 00
ff.TTRs.rcrT. sxcttw
RUSSELL
SMITH.
after five years of absence to return Visiting Rotarians. Leon Poland. ing, fruit raising, and truck garden boro. Mrs. Harriet Sproul. Mrs. tion
as housekeeper for respectable man Warren
nie Gray; vocal solos. H. Esten
Tel 14-3
*2*13
or a lady who works days
No small _______________________________
tend
Tuesday,
at
the
Stat»
Congreto
teaching.
He
found
the
work
ex

ing.
The
total
number
of
profi

Thelma
Moodv
and
Mrs.
Helen
Boardman. Mrs. Laiia Blanchard
Alton H. Crone, Earl Fuller. Guests,
children.
Tel.
Belfast
739-M4
or
KILN-DRIED
Baled
Shavings
for
sale,
and Mrs. Verna Schofield were in gaticnal Office in Portland, a tremely exciting, as for the most Sam Savitt. Walter A. Beal, Colby ciency badges which Girl Scouts Donnell will help with serving the write FLORENCE MATHEWS. R F.D 2. 75 per bale. TEL. 910-J^_________ 11*12
meeting
of
the
committee
in
the
Part
the
students
are
older,
more
may
now
earn
totals
101.
dinner
from
North
Nobleboro
com

care
Annie
Smith.
Lincolnville.
11*14
charge of refreshments
Wards. Guests of Rotary from the
CABIN Boat. "Racketash’’ for sale.
___________
State Convention for War Victims serious, and are trying to make up High School for the month of Feb
The Girl Scout plan of earn’ng munity and Mrs Lulu Jackson,
HOUSE or Downstairs Apartment cf damaged in storm, buyer to make refor lost years, students with fam ruary. Leonard V. Galiano and John proficiency badg»s is part of the and Mrs Ada Eiwel! from Orff’s 4 or 5 rooms wanted to rent. TEL pairs, very cheap TEL. 1550-W. 11*12
The manufacturers of oleomar- an<^ Reconstruction
11-13
garine, who are putting on a na- George Buck ol Warren. DDGM.. ilies are unusual, and very interest M. Joseph. —By R. L. W.
total program of developing re Corner Community R. c. Went 1X9 J
MAPLE Chairs at extraordinary barWOMAN wanted to care for children '
have one lot of handsome,
tlon-wide campaign for the repeal °f District 15. IOOF lodges, an- ing
sourcefulness, good citizenship, and worth. County Agent, will not at
and
do
light
housework
To
live
in
or
\
beautifully
finished Maple Chairs. Very
cf al] Federal taxes on their nounces a get-to-gether of lodges In teaching economics the main
self-reliance. Manv girls develop tend this meeting as was previous come daiJv. right on bus line. TEL. . strongly built.
Ideal lor home, office,
UNION
product, make no mention of the in that district will be held at purpose is to stimulate the students
life-long hobbies, and even careers, ly announced.
CAMDEN 476.
11-13 club or store.
Regular $11.95. now
Honor roll students in the seventh as a result of. the prelim nary
fact that they are protected Round Pond Friday night. George to do their own thinking. In his
Camden Feb. 13. at the Grange
HTA’HFST nrirp« rtairl
nlH bnaaac $6 95. BURPEE FURNITURE CO.. 361
and
eighth
grades
are:
Faye
Rob

against imports bv an excise tax Watson of Hull’s Cove. Grand Mas- teaching he docs not try to indoc
knowledge they gain of special Hal] with Mrs. Edith Wooster, foods past usefulnees Call SPRUCE HEAD i -l.‘*1!—St Tel 1520' Bo^kland. 11-12
of 15 cents per pound This is in ter of the Grand Lodge of Maine, trinate. but to get the student tp bins. Arlene Luce, Otis Robinson, fields through their Girl Scout leader helping Mrs. Nettie Duffell. rtCR FARM Tel. 853-23 or 1054 W
MAN S Heavy Winter Overcoat lor
Helen
Page.
Marshall
Payson.
Gerald
10-15 I sale, newly lined, black Chinchilla, size
knew
the
variety
of
views
held
on
a
addition to anv duty that may be will be present.
badge work.
Mrs. Isabelle Thorndike and Mrs.
PAINTING.
Paper
Hanging
and
Cell‘
p™e„$15 MKS' A' L
Torrey,
Fiances
Guyette,
Jeanette
subject,
and
to
make
the
intellectu

levied. On the other hand, the The mid-week service for the
Lettie Bagley serving the .square
Ttl. 930-R
11-12
ing work done.
Excellent, reference,
duty on butter has been cut to Congregational Church will be held al exertion ‘to appreciate these Upham, Joan Knght and Sandra Library room. Visitors are welcome. meal for health.
work
guaranteed
HOWARD
M
KENCLEMENT
REDS will help increase
seven cents per pound during the Wednesday night at the home of views. Many more students stav Morine. Ralph Demmons of Rock
Cooking meat by moist heat will NISTON, 69 Pleasant St. Tel 1302 R. your profits through high livability.
Roland Luce is at the Veterans’
Winter months, when costs of Mrs Everett Cunningham Rev. Mr. after classes to get the Professor’s land is a new student in the eighth Facilities Hospital, Togus, for ob be discussed and demonstrated in
_9*16
_ fast growth and feathering, early magrade bringing the enrollment to 43.
turtty. extra stamina, good egg size, top
production are the highest.
Manning to start. Ash Wednesday,
’
he
morning and a film strip
servation.
STENOGRAPHER-Typlst With some
n nrtil’tion
Ma!n» TT
Q
av>
Boys playing the preliminary
----------------on a series dealing with the life of and member of the senior class at
'Cooking Meat By Dry Heat" will knowledge of oookkeeping wanted. Up ; prOV^pULLORUMCLEAH Pullets
Mrs.
Clara
Esancy
was
a
visitor
Transjordan has issued a special Christ. A rehearsal of the Adult the High School has been chosen basketball game Tuesday night were. Sunday at the home of Miss Ann be shown in the afternoon. Recipes
INDUSTRIES. INC.. Camden. Tej 403. , Rocks and Black Sex-Links. Write for
set of stamps to electric the open- choir. in preparation for the 120th candidate for the DAR Pilgrimage, Gary Newbert. Marshall Payson, Luce.
and interesting bulletins will be ____________________________________
8tf ] catalog
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS.
ing of the new parliament.
anniversary of the founding of the auspices of the Henry Knox Chan Robert Newbert, David Mossier,
distributed.
Mrs. Leroy Luce is ill.
YOUNG Women—To train in approved j ^_.3? wlE.terP?r^^^lne:____________
Second Congregational Church will ter of Thomaston. Miss Barbour is 1 Douglas Colins, Richard Goff,
senool
of
attendant
nursing.
18-month
Miss Margie Blake, who has em
CHOICE Extracted Honey sold by
TRUTHFUL GEORGE
be held at 7 p. m. at the chapel.
president of the senior class, and a D cky Day, Bobby Austin, Richard ployment at Camden spent the
course
No expense
Allowance, uni- the pint or case Prices on request.
and books furnished
Two Produced and packed bv H. G. STAR
Every one is to attend the Teen member of the Student Council. For Hartford. Ronald Barker and Ralph week-end at her home.
The old-time garden path thev paced forms
years’ high school required.
Ages RETT. Warren. Tel. 30-2.
Tn days of Ion? ago.
11-17
Timers Valentine Ball at Glover extra curricular activities, she'also Demmons.
18 35.
Graduates tssured permanent
Frank Zad e of Augusta has His arm encircled Martha’s waist.
Mrs. Caro Leighr and son Lloyd
Hall, Fridav night, music
by is captain of the soft ball team, ac
MOVIE Camera. 8 m.m. with 5.6 lens
positions with excellent futre
Write
moved
his
camp
to
North
Union,
and
Their
steps
were
staid
and
slow
today: PRINCIPAL. 149 Hillside Ave and 16 m.m. projector. Camera. $20;
Woodcock's orchestra.
tive in school dramatics, and a 1 of Burkettville were recent callers has employed William Cloude and
MILLARD KART. Tel.
nue, Arlington. Mass.
5-12 projector. $25
Said she. “Pray tell me. I implore—
Under the auspices of the Base member of the Glee Club. She is a on Mrs Nelson Calderwcod. Mrs. Harold Preoge to work in the woods. George
ll-CO
Washington
confess
—
ANTIQUE Furniture. Old Glass and 620 M.
ball Club. Saturday night dances member of the White Oak 4-H Club Everett Fish, also of Burkettville
Have ere you kissed a girl before9”
Mr.
and
Mrs.
B.
M
dark
left
Sun

FOUR
Evening
Dresses for sale, size
China.
Old
OU
Paintings.
Old
Gold
j
called
on
Mrs.
Elvina
Cunningham.
o,'
North
W
’
arren.
and
has
received
I
Quoth
truthful
George.
"Oh
yes!
”
are being conducted at Glover Hall.
Frames, etc. Highest prices paid. Let 16 worn once. Price reasonable. TEL.
day for Florida by car.
11-12
me know what you have. CARL E J306 74.
Principal Fred Perkins, Jr., an many prizes, and accomplished some ■ The Friendly Bs will meet ThursA couples party will be held Fri Tfeey lingered by the lilac tree.
THlS
1
day
night
with
Mrs.
Edward
Alden.
FREEMAN. Glen Cove.
Tel Rock
And
earnestly
he
said.
excellent
work
in
that
field.
nounces this honor roll: Seniors,
SET of Drums for sale, TEL 222 J
day
night
in
the
Methodist
vestry,
land_J03
__________
99tf
b:,a^
A Washington’s Birthday Dance with entertainment d rected by ’’Sweet Widow Custis dear to me
between 5 and 6 p. m.
Tne Philathea will meet Wed
11*12
Sylvia Hill and Hazel Snowdeal;
jailer.
Oh prithee, let us wed.”
w GRADUATE Swedish masseur will
juniors, Mary Beggs, Helen Carroll. nesday night at the Baptist par will be held at Town Hall Feb. 21. Mrs. Herbert Hawes and Mrs. John
BLACK Caracul Fur Coat for sale,
consider
a
few
more
patrons
for
medi

ausp'ces of the O.E.S. Circle. Com Creighton. Supper committee Is She slyly shook her serpent curls,
sonage.
cal massage. Treatments given in your size 16. Apply 91 NORTH MAIN ST..
A little Va-tro-nol Eini Riutta. all A’s to Helen Car11-12
mittee is: Mr. and Mrs. Tauno Mrs. Earl Butler. Mrs. William Rob • Now. George. Just tell me true
own home by appointment
Sinus. 2d floor.
I Have you proposed to other girls?”
ln each nostril quickly opens up roll; sophomores, Bertha Keto, An
Hurme,
Mr.
and
Mrs
Alfred
NisHay Fever, Migraine Headaches re
OLD6MOBILE
Convertible
(1936)
nie
Niemi.
Joan
Maxey
and
Eva
I
Quoth
truthful
Oeorge,
”
A
few.
”
bins
and
Mrs.
Benjamin
Nichols.
nasal passages to relieve stuffy
lieved by new method
TEL 911 W priced for quick sale 171 South Main
kala. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barker,
Niemi with all A’s to Joan Maxey
transient congestion Invites rest
The Rebekah Circle served a The twilight
___ ______
between 6 and 7 p. m.
4*12 St
11*12
shadows fell apace
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson, Mr. supper
ful sleep. Relieves sniffly, sr.eezy and Eva Niemi: freshmen. Charles
Monday
for
members
of
the
.O'er sw-ei Virginia's land
ANTIQUES Wanted.
CARL SIM
BUTCK Engine (1941). used; 1930
and Mrs. John Creighton.
distress of head colds. Follow direc Dolham, Janet Phiibrook and MarAt Martha’s feet with courtly grace
MONS. Tel 1246. Rockland, Me
IOO.F.
lodge.
Coopers
’
Mills
Pcutiac
Truck
for
saie.
LESLIE
HUP

tions in the package. Try it!
Kenneth Blake is employed saw lodge was invited to work the degree He knelt and kissed her hand.
_____________________________________ 89tf PER. St. Oeorge.
11*12
Jon Starrett.
ing
at
Starrett
’
s
Mill,
Warren.
PIANOS and House Organs tuned,
”My love Is true as stars above—”
Evangeline Barbour daughter of
HIGHEST QUALITY
SHORT Sealskin Coat for sale, size
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Clark were on a class of several candidates.
Said she, ‘And is it so
$3 00 Pipe Organs tuned. $50
JOHN 34. with hat to match. TEL 238 R.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Barbour.
HUBBS. 69 Park St. Tel. 199 MK
I really am your heart’s first love
j
given
a
surprise
shower
at
the
Star
11*12
Read
The
Courier-Gazette
FINE ASSORTMENT
Quoth truthful George “O Nd!”
____________________________________ 12*13
1 d ning room Saturday night. Deco
HOUND Pups. Fox and Rabbit breed,
WE
pay
top
prices
for
scrap
iron,
Said Martha, '‘Then I’ll be your wife
ten months old for sale. Ready to run.
rations and .arrangements were
metals, steel and rags. MORRIS GOR H. N PROCTOR, Lake Ave, City. 11*12
I cannot, fear forsooth
made by Mrs. Clinton Cramer. The
DON &SON
-----------------T St.. Rockland TeL
To trust my happiness and life
IMMEDIATE Delivery on Electric Re
gifts were arranged on a table under
To one who speaks the truth.
frigerators and some model washers.
a pink and blue umbrella. Pink
8lghtly used demonstrator Vacuum
“And when I old and toothless grow
>09-513 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND carnations formed tiie centerpiece
And wearing Grandma caps
both tank type and upright,
TEL. 1574
MISCELLANEOUS cleaner;
on the refreshment table
You still love me and me alone?”
at bargain prices. Pot burned OU Heat
We Are Now Showing
Quoth truthful George,
Perhaps.’'
ers. Ali sizes Farm and home Freezers
WE DELIVER
The annual meeting of the Li
STUDY Electrical Radio Servicing at The prices are right A few Case manure
- Elsie D. Sale.
66-tf brary Association will be held Sathome; expert guidance. Inquire K. H spreaders for tractors; get your order
uruay aiternoon at 5 o'clock in the
CASSENS. Box. 216. Rockland.
10*12 in Expect some hay tools for Spring

WALDOBORO

The Rotary Club

Farm Bureau Notes

Scouts
Newslites

USE

OUR

CLASSIFIED

ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services

IfStuffyNose
‘toils
, °°

Tonight

WALLPAPER

VICKS VA-TK©-M©i

Bicknell’s Hardware

MARINE MOTORS

PACKARD

MARINE MOTORS

FIVE CAY SERVICE

F. D. WINCHENBAUGH
FRIENDSHIP. MAINE
58-tf

MASTER KRAFT

8AOC
FIOOK*

.8

UPrtOlSTtBV

BAGlwrOfl

I

7 DEERING AVE.. PORTLAND. MAINE

I would

W«‘re fimoai f*r
expert witch repairiag
service I All work done hy
Craftsmen and — (uara»>
teed I BatimatM a* a*
d-r.<

Amazing NEW KIND of oil burner runs on less fuel.
BEST . . .by Scientific Test. In a laboratory test,
this new kind of oil burner excelled all other burners
tested. When compared to one of the most widely
M>ld burners on the market—it saved 20 percent—
or one gallon of oil out of every five!

-J

Fa ci- V AC U U M's TO R i s’
o free home demonstration ol o folly guaranteed Rebuilt

Electrolux Vacuum Cleaner, complete with 7 ottochmenti

6

S

1
|

Five Ways to Buy—Cash, Budget, Layaside,
Charge, Credit—with never a carrying charge
Rockland’s Original Credit Jewelers

VII
f
cm

Expert Jewelry Repairing and Gold Plating
■

LOOK OUT FOR

PIN-WORMS

YOU PAY $225.00

AVERAGE HOME
SIZE BUHNER

MANHATTAN JEWELERS. iNC.

NAME

STATE
J.m.u

The Netherlands India, which re
sumed shipments of cinchona bark
to America early in 1947, snet 122,309 pounds in the first nine months.

WE LL MAKE THE CHANGE
j

576 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, TEL. 1202

ADDRESS

Some big-name radio makers
plan to put on the market early
this year new and less expensive
models. This will be the opening
gun in what promises to be the
fiercest competitive ^ght that the
industry has seen in a long time.
One prominent manufacturer pre
dicts that the bulk of the table
models will range in price from
$19 to $35. while radio-phonograph
combinations are expected to sell
for from $80 to $100. ‘

LET US TAKE OUT YOUR OLD BURNER
AND INSTALL

With a 1 YEAR
WRITTEN
GUARANTEE

I

Since the end of the war in Au
BELL-ANS for Acid Indigestion 25* gust. 1945. 33 COO .COO radios of all
kinds have been manufactured in
the United States. During 1947
close to 17,000.000 units were fed
into consumer channels. That
means that from now on the ra
dio industry will be confronted
with a buyers’ market instead of a
sellers' market.

SAVE OIL!

1^

70

me (AIMS

Relieved io 5 minulea er double jour money back

When excessHtcmuch acid causes painful, sufltyaV*
fng gas, sour stomach and heartburn, doctors usually
pr scribe the fastest-acting medicines known for
‘.yoiptomaticn’iicf -mcrtjrinesiikfthosein Bell-ana
T ablets. No laxative. Bell-eua brings comfort in a
jiffy or return bottle to us for double money back. 25o

WASHING Machine Repair.
Any
make. Wringer roll service. Free pick
tip and delivery. BITLER CAR
HOME
SUPPLY. 470 Main St. Tel 677. Rock
land.
8-17

WE CAN HELP YOU

OW'S YOUR WATCH?

ll

Heartburn

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
WALDOBORO AND ROCKLAND
JOHN H. MILLER, Owner

________
32-T-tI

9-13

Recent medical reporta reveal that an
number of children (and <rownupa too) may be victims of Pin-Worms—
often without suspecting what is wrong I
And these pests, living inside.the human
body, can cause real distress.
So watch out for the warning signs that
may mean Pin-Worms—especially the
aggravating recta) itch. Get JAYHi’S F-W
and follow the directions.
F-W is the Pin-Worm treatment devel
oped in the laboratories of Dr. D. Jayne &
Son, after years of patient research. The
small, easy-to-take F-W tablets act in a
special way to remove Pin-Worms.

A«k y«w 4rug(ati P»W tor Piar>WwWI

'48. order now. Still writing orders for
Case und Alils-Chalmers Tractors. THE
FARM & HOME SUPPLY, Chas. E.
Stackpole, Thomaston.
Tel. 163-15.
11-17
ANOTHER 73/« cubic foot Electric Refrigeiator available at $259. Immedi
ate delivery. BITLER CAR &, HOME
SUPPLY. 470 Main St Tel. 677 City.
10-12
BLANKETS, Blankets. Blankets, for
sale. A fine assortment of good Blan
kets. regular $7.95 value, while they
la>t. only $3 95 at BURPEE’S. 361 Main
St Tel 1520, Rockland.__________ 10-12
TWO Cash Registers for sale, one
electric. 6 drawers, one small single
drawer type. Both in good condition.
Cheap for cash LLOYD’S PHARMACY.
444 Main St , Tel. 646. Rockland.
10-17

VENETIAN BLINDS
Custom built for your windows,
aluminum slats, colors white, eggshedJ.
or ivory. Tape colors: mingle, duck,
ivory, brown, mulberry, apple green,
radio blue or black Call UNITED HOM1
SUPPLY CO 579-MF Main St.. Bocbland. Tel. 939.
79tf
GENTLEMAN’S Good-looking, Brown
Coat, lined with marmot, with otter
collar. Very reasonably priced. CALL
793-W.
n
iotf
LOW overhead is your gain, yard
Goods of all kinds for sale at lowest
possible prices. What fabrics! What
Values! Also Buttenck Patterns. THE
REMNANT SHOPPE. 200 Main St.. City.
7tf
SLABS for sale. Approximately one
co-d to load. $2.50 delivered. PIONEER

LUMBER COMPANY. Pleasant St. Tel

324 M
93 tf
GAS House Coke Is now available.
$15 ton delivered for any heating or
cooking need. M. B «Si C. O PERRY.
Tel. 487
88tf

GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Granite walks (any vldth). fireplace*.
j posts (any size) boat moorings, stepa,
flagging chips, and dust for driveways
(no more mud) rip rap for all k*nd>
of fills and dock work, pier stone, walls,
foundations, curbing, paving blocka,
ashlar and monumental stone poeta for
property markers and building aupports. We will deliver anywhere. Aek
us about granite fill loaded on your
truck. Estimates gladly submitted, no
obligation.
JOHN MEEHAN ft SON,
Clark Island. Me.
Tel. Rockland 21-&f
A C. HOCKING,

Tel. Tenant’* Harbor, M-u

Itc
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Soil Conservation

The Night Hawks met Thursday
at the home of Mrs. Winona Peter,
By Roy Gross, Soil Conserva
son. Lunch was served, the table
tion Service, Waldoboro.
presenting an attractive appearance
with decorations appropriate to the
Valentine season. The evening was
The organization of "Town For
passed with sewing.
ests" in the State of Maine is makMrs. Stillman Osgood is visiting 1 ing gradual and steady progress,
her daughter, Mrs. Sherwood i Many have been started within the
I last few years.
Sprowl in Thomaston.
The Nitwits were entertained
The forests originate in different
Thursday night by Mrs. Dorothy ways, land grants by citizens, pur
Hansen. Lunch was served and the chases, tax liens, etc., but usually
evening passed with sewing and by tax liens. As referred to in pre
knitting.
vious articles, many instances have
Ladies of the <3. A. R.. met Friday been known of land being stripped
night, with supper served by Mrs. of the timber and then the owner
Bessie Ames and Mrs. Frances lets the taxes go unpaid because it
Oakes, followed by the installation will be a long time before he can
ceremonies. Officers Installed were: take off another crop In view of
President, Mrs. Lucy Skoog, senior this situation, the town gets the
'ice president, Mrs. Edith Newbert land with no tax income.
junior vice president. Mrs. Blanche
The forests may be used for
Swears; chaplain, Mrs. Clyde Mc recreation, watershed protection,
Intosh; patriotic instructor, Mis. for water supplies, grow forest
Lillian Libby; treasurer, Mrs. Villa products, education, beautification.
Ames: secretary, Mrs. Mabe! Oakes; Improve hunting and fi-shing, and
registrar, Mrs. Bessie Ames; con I wildlife sanctuaries. Hunters and
ductress, Mrs. Lodie Hassen; as i fishermen are benefited greatly
sistant conductor's, Mrs. Margaret ' since game animals and birds find
Roscoe; pianist, Mrs. Lola Swears; more food and cover In these man
guard, Mrs. Frances Oakes; assist aged area. In the forests the
ant guard. Mrs. Beulah Cotter.
waters are cool, clean and usually
Guests last week at The L'lander spring fed, the streams are shad.
were: A F. Sawyer. Milbridge; . ed, spawning beds are clean, and
Philip Ryan. G. E. Barker, Rock 1 aquatic insects and other fish foods
land; G. W Dawn, Bangor Alton I are plentiful. On the other hand,
H. Crone, Belfast; Mi’s. Paul Ion- timbcrless slopes fill in the streams,
caster, Boston; Miss Josephhine T. raise the temperature of the water,
Haley, Brocton. Mass.
dry up brooks, and cover spawning
Mrs. Isabelle Osgood visited Saft beds with silt. In some places the
town forests have been set aside as
urday in Rockland.
Mrs. Carleen Barter entertained game sanctuaries. As such.it can
a group of friends Wednesday contribute to either hunting and
night at the home of her mother, fishing on the outside. Nature stu
Mrs. Harry Young. Lunch was dents and photographers find the
served and a jolly social evening forests an Ideals place to study na
ture.
enjoyed.
Mrs. F. V Mullen was hostess
Probably the Troy Town Forest is
Saturday to the Weary Club Sup- the most outstanding examples in
I*r was served and the afternoon Maine. The forest of about 1000
and evening pleasantly passed with acres was established in 1940 from
sewing, and the celebration of the lands acquired by the non-payment
birthday anniversaries of Misses of taxes. The town has planted
Ruth Billings and Lois Webster, about 200 acres of idle fields to trees
each of whom received a nice gift. and done about 509 acres of wood
Others present were Mrs. Kittle land improvement and harvest cut
Webster and Mrs. Eva Billings.
ting. Since 1940 the revenue has
Following the dance at Town Hall been about twice as much from this
Saturday, the Mr and Mrs. Club land under management as from
gathered at the home of Mr. and the taxes of similar land. Profits
Mrs. Ernest Conway for lunch and from the forest have been set aside
an enjoyable social hour.
as a fund for a new school building
Mr. and Mis. Howard Coomb' an. Considerable credit for the success
nounce the birth of a son, Wayne is due the Chairman o! the Select
Howard, Feb. 7. at the Mary Went men. The So:l Conservation Service
worth Maternity Home.
furnished part of the trees for
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ewell will planting free of charge and pre
observe the 60th anniversary of pared a management plan
A simple woodland and wildlife
their marriage, Feb. 11. and many
friends will remember them with management plan should be pre
pared for every forest. The areas
cards in honor o' the event.
The Blanket Club of the Ameri should be protected from fire and
Provisions should be
can Legion Auxiliary started last grazing.
week. However it is not too late to made for pruning and thlnn ng in
the
plantations.
call Mrs. Dorothy Headley chairInformation on the organization
join and anyone interested should
and management may be obtained
man.
The Non Eaters were entertained from the State and Federal Agen
Wednesday by Mrs. Sada Robbins cies. The Sell Conservation Serv
Dinner was served and a pleasant ice maintains an office in the Wal
doboro Post Office of the Knox-L;nsocial afternoon enjoyed.
eoin Soil Conservation District area
and are glad to help in any way
INVEST IN
they can. Application may be
made direct to the office or throti ■'
the District Supervisors who are
Ray Thurston, Union; Donald
Johnston. Jefferson; Roy Brown.
Nobleboro; Sthuvier Hawes. Uniw
SAVINGS BONDS
and Henry Kontio, West Rockport

Flying To Europe

Page

Washington And You

Washington, Feb. 4—Housing for
veterans, housing for war workers
who are returning to their homes,
housing for couples who have been
E. L. Newdick, chief of the living with their in-laws, continue
be problems unsolved. When in
Maine Department of Agricul to
Portland recently. I visited Red
ture's Division of Plant Industry, Bank Village and talked with sever
left New York by air Friday on a al members of the Red Bank Ten
two months European trip for the ants Council so that I could get first
United States Department of Agri hand their reason- for wanting the
culture and the State of Maine. sale of these houses postponed.
Newdick was recently selected to
The Lanham Act was a war-time
accompany A. E. Mercker, acting meausre
It authorized housing and
chief of the potato branch, fruit other projects
they would help
and vegetables division, USDA municipalities that
carry the burden
The two men w'll study potato pro iarising from war
production.
ducing potentialities and utiliza member of the House Naval AsAfa
tion of U 3. shipments abroad.
on Congested
The first stop on the trip will be fairs Subcommittee
I knew considerable about
in London, from which Mercker ! Areas,
problems and developments
and Newdick will travel under U. housing
have been watching the disposal
S. Army auspices to Frankfort-on- iso
Main. From the U S. Head of some of these war projects.
quarters there, the men will next This act calls for the disposal of
visit Denmark, then Austria and temporary housing but Red Bank
Italy. Other countries on the is of permanent construction and
itinerary are Belgium, Holland, ' the houses are in excellent condition
so I have asked the Federal Works
France Portugal and Spain.
Newdick said he was traveling in Agency under what authority these
a dual status, studying past, pres I are to be sold.
ent and future utilization of Maine ' From all of my studies, the greatseed potatoes abroad as an official jest need for housing is urban area
of tire Maine Department of Agri 'rental housing. Until prices are
culture. as well as “assisting Mr. more stable and people are more
settled, it is questionable how far
Mercker in every possible way."
we should go in encouraging pur
chasers. It is not only a risk for
, banks but a tremendous burden on
-hose buying.
From time to time I talk with
Hear a Discussion Of Some Congressman
Ralph Gamble who Is
Bills Now Pending In
,the Chairman of the Joint Commit
tee on Housing and have followed
Congress
along with his Committee work beThe W. C. T. U. met Friday aft cau.se I feel that he is one of out
ernoon at the home of Mrs Louise most sinceic and understanding
Ingraham. Mrs.
Helen Gregory Members on tins subject His Com
gave a digest of "Dry and Wet mittee has said that the three ele
Gains for 1948," showing that dry ments In the housing problem are
territory had been gained through men. materials and money. In addilocal op'ion in 18 States. Most the 'tion to this, there is a real diver
wet could claim was that liquor gence of opinion on the pa»t of
profits had soared and they could each of the major interests con
pay extra dividends on preferred cerned with housing.
were
held
Stocks. 'Remark;—Perhaps this was Hearings which
'the reason why the House Banking throughout the country during the
Committee killed the recent bill to : past year revealed widespread
continue restrictions on use of black markets. It is felt that the
niany conferences have resulted in
|grain by the distillers: C. E. )
j A program of Legislation was accelerated home building. With
I presented by the chairman. Mrs. I this is the feeling that the need is
iClara Emery:— A review of the so obvious that we must build and
Capper Bill, S. 265, to prohibit the 1 build until tlie condition is selftransportation of alcoholic beverage ! adjusted by the economic law ol
advertising in interstate commerce supply and demand. .
and the broadcasting of the same ; One of the short items is nails
over the radio was given. Members and I'm told that every effort is bewere urged to write letters to 'ing made to stop black market
Maine Snators and Representa- traffic in this product. Other items
fives exuressing their sentiments. (Which are ooth in short supply and
and asking that the bill be given a high in price are soil pipe and gyp
hearing in the Senate. Petitions for sum products. This shortage results
the bill (S.—265) were put in cir from export leaks and accumulated
demands for building repairs.
culation.
Out oi all these hearings it was
The Towe Bill, H. R-4278. to pro
vide for universal military train icvidem that the construction in
ing, was discussed Communica dustry, next to agriculture, is our
tions from the department of In No. 1 business. No food can be pro
ternational Relations were read. cessed, no material project fabrica
The w C T. TJ in their National ted. no labor housed without a
and State Councils are opposed to building of some sort first being
this bill Also read was the State | erected. Every week's delay is mak
ment of Brig. Gen. H. C. Holdridge ing the situation more serious.
The Bureau of Census and the
U. S. A. ret., who said that having
served in the Army for 30 years, Bureau of Labor statistics are the
graduated from West Point, and most reliable sources of in' ormainstructor there for 6 years. On the tion as to normal requirements for
basis of his experience he had no housing based oil the number of
hesitation in saying that the intro families and it is hoped upon this
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette ' Subscribe to The Cou-ier-Gazett' duction in this country of a system 'tudv of defensible estimate will be
of compulsorv military training in made.
neacetime would be one of the
Now a slum clearance program
greatest disasters that could befall land housing for the public such as
ns. A -local member of the National I have talked about must not be
Superb Quality — And
Education Association stated that i confused. The first, of course, is
a large majority of their members J not so much of a housing shortage
were opposed to the U. M. T. bill. [as one of social betterment.
More Tea per Dag
Each member present expresed I All testimony indicates there is
opinion about the bill and the fol- I an abundance of private capital, yet
'owing resolution was adopted;
i people are complaining that loans
"Resolved. That we are unalter [are more and more difficult to ob
ably opposed to a peacetime Uni- tain. Testimony also indicates that
"“rsal Military Training for the large amounts have been going into
Youth of cur Community and the speculative building for sale to ownNation,” Clara Emery president, j er occupants and also that smaller
’I'rances B. Sherer. vice president, amounts are going into rental housEthel Colburn, treasurer
ing, the very thing that there is
greatest demand for. Practically
Air passenger flights between ^none
is going into housing for the
aeru and New York are being ln- I low income
groups.
’reased.
I have requested Federal Works
Nails in early days were made of Administration to postpone action
concerning housing in South Port
bronze.
land and similar projects for the

White Ribboners

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mt. and Mrs. Roscoe Joyce ,Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Staples, and Mr.
and Mrs. Myron Sprague and The Municipal League Seeks
family returned home Sunday after
Support Of Interested
spending two weeks on the ma.nland.
Citizens
Andrew Watson, Andrew Watson,
George
B.
Wood, Rev. John
Jr., returned home Sunday after
visiting Mrs. Andrew Watson, who Smith Lowe and Ardrey E. Orff,
memoer.-h p committee of the
j is ill in Portland.
i Mrs. Levi Moulden Is in Rock Rockland Municipal League, are
land caring for the two. children of ccnductin ■ a drive which has for
Mrs. Della Richardson, while she Is Ils aim the broadening of the or
ganization's scope. Tlie following
' a patient in the hospital.
letter has been issued:
Mrs. Lena E. Torrey
"You are interested in good
I The Island was saddened Friday
I at the death of one of its citizens, government for your city. The
Roikland
Municipal League, supi Mrs. Lena E. Torrey, widow of Irv
ing Torrey, who died ten years ago.. I porting the Council Manager form
' She was 69 years old .and the daugh- of government, is dedicated to
, ter cf Mr. and Mrs Andrew Smith that purpose. In the language of
the preamble, it seeks to encourage
and was born on this island.
She had been ill for two weeks oflr Municipal Officials in their
at the home of her daughter, Helen efforts to provide our City with
who, with her husband, tenderly ■ management, inspired by vision
, cared for her. She will be greatly . and pract cal experience, without
missed by her friends and relatives. partisanship or patronage.'
"Members, scores of them, repre
I She leaves two daughters. • Mrs.
Everett Lemoine of this place and senting all interests and sections
;
cf
our City will determine tlie
Mrs. Harold Ulmer ol Rockland,
besides several grandchildren and strength and influence of the
two great grandchildren and one league. Similar leagues are per
brother, Clarence Smith, who Is in forming indispensable service in
other towns and cities.
Florida.
"You are invited to become a
Funeral services were he’d Sun
day at her daughter's home, con member of the Rockland Munici
ducted by Rev. Thomas Hem ng. pal League. Make your influence
The floral tributes were beautiful felt Please sign and return the
and showed the esteem in which appended application blank below,
she was held by her friends Burial together with $1 to cover dues for
was in Rose Hill Cemetery in At the year 1948.”
lantic.
In December a Winter wheat
Clarence Smith, Jr, of Manset
crop cf 829.000.000 bushels was in
I was here to attend the funeral.
dicated.
If tlie Spring wheat
I Tlie principal food of the common ' rop should reach the average of
275,000.000
bushels, the total crop
octopus is crabs, winch it paralyzes
be
about 1.100.000.000
with a poison secreted by salivary would
bushels. That would be the best
glands.
kind of news lor America and the
The average brass contains about ' rest of tlie world
79 per cent copptr and 30 jjercent
zinc although other brasses are George Halas, Chicago Bears
made with dilfereit proportions. coach, once played baseball for the
New York Yankees during the late
Read The Courier-Gazet'Miller Huggins' regime.

Broader Membership

By Margaret Cliase Smith

E. L. Newdick Will Study
Seed Potato Conditions In
Foreign Countries

The Commercial Service Club
held its regular meeting Tuesday.
The .president, Victoria Wiggin
presided. The secretary and trea
surer's reports were read and ap
proved. Elvira Johnson gave a re
port on the banner material and
is going to have the banner made
by the next meeting. The banner
will have a wine background with
white letters. It was voted to hold
a Valentine party on Friday, Feb.
6 A valentine box will be made by
Nina Johnson and names were
drawn so that each one in the
class would have a valentine in the
box. A social will be held after mid'eason vacation is over.
• • • •
Tuesday the Freslimen put on
the assembly under the diiection
of Mrs. Diana Pitts. Jackie Snowled the devotions. Paul Sulldes was
master of ceremonies with the fol
lowing program: Paul Halligan,
piano solo; Raymond Pendleton
sang two solos with Barbara Clark
at the piano. Jeanette Escorslo.
Bertha Dondis, Donna Gardner.
Barbara Clark and Patricia Munro
sang two numbers with Phyllis
Springer dancing in background and
Paul Haliigan. accompanist. Nath
alie Nash, a reading, Movie Moth
er." Alberta Sprague and Jeanne
Merrill played a minuet for the
closing nurhber.
Following a luncheon in the High
School cafeteria, the members of
the National Thespian Society held
its second meeting of tlie year in
the school library. President Jean
Young presiding. Tlie chief busi
ness of the meeting was an explan
ation by Mr Smith of the National
Tlie. man Point System which ini
tiated a profitable discussion peri
od. These luncheon meetings are a
popular innovation Tlie Thespians
are enthusiastic about tile Junior
Class Play "The Doctor Has A
Daughter."
• • • •
In Junior High Room 11 the fol
lowing assembly program was pre
sented: Feb. 5. Scripture Reading
John. Robert Annis: Lord’s Prayer.
Robert Annis;
Hymn. Onward
Christian Soldiers. All; Flat Salute.
Announcements. Principal Ciunie,
Piano solo. Deep Purple" Janet
Stone; Poem. Casey at the Bat
Robert Annis; Play. Mother Went
Awav. Robert Annis, Lois Cassens.
William Colley. Janet Stone Irene
Firth; Piano
solo. Impromptu.

present, or until there is more
rental housing available. I have
presented the Committee with the
story given to me by the Red 3ank
Tenants Council with whom I met.
At any rate, there seems to be. a
greater agreement
between the
Administration and the Senate and
that the opposition is the strongest
in the House.
President Truman in hi
State
of tile Union" address renewed his
request for a long-range national
housing program, and Senator Ta t
intends again to push the TaitEllender-Wagner Bill.

Catherine Naum; Choral number,
White- Wonderland 8-1, Direction
of Mrs. Sanborn; Star Spangled
Banner, All.
• • • •
Rockland 25, Rockport 9,
By Alice Crie

Wednesday night the Rockland
Junior High girls went to Rock
port and won their fourth straight
game. Jeannine Leach was high
scorer for Rockland with 13 points
and Richards was high scorer for
Rockport with 5 points.
Rockland (25)
P.
Capt. G. Bohn cf ..........
6
J Leach rf .........................
14
B. ilovonen if ........................
4
D. Wotton rg ........................
0
S. Davis eg ..........................
o
J. Mahar lg ...........................
0
Sub. C. Roberts cf ............
2

Total ................ J............. _
Rockport (9,
Jenkins cf.......................
2
Staples rf ..............
Richards if ...........................
Douglas rg .............................
Capt. Ausplund eg .......
Simonton lg ...._..............
o

25
P

2
5
0
0

Total .............................
9
Subs for Rockland: Roberts. Den.
nis. Cameron,
Reed. Roblshaw
Nelson. Tootill and Kent.
.Sub, for Rockport: Jones. Ref
eree Bill Frye.
* * *•
Rockland 26, Thomaston 15,
By David .Altshuler
Rockland Junior High rode over
the Thomaston J. V.’s in Thomas
ton Monday night. It was a one
sided battle except in tlie second
period when they held Rockland to
a 9 to 7 lead. But a'ter that there
was little trouble as the Rockland
speedsters soared through to a 26
to 15 victory. Annis led the - green
wave" with 11 points, and Stantallied 7 points for the losers.
Rockland (26)

Howard If .............
Gardner rf .........
Korpinen rf .........
Annis c .........
Alex rg ................
Bird lg ................
Grace lg ..............

G
F.
P
2
1
5i
113
0
0
0
5
l
ll
2
3
7’
0
0
0
0
0
0

Totals ............. 10
Thomaston (15)
Stone If .............. 2
Starr rf ................ 3
Elliot c ................ 1
Tuttle rg ............. 0
Starrett rg ........... 0
Hardy lg .............. o

6

26

I
5
17
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
1

Totals ................ 6
3
Referee. Kelly. Time. 4-8's.

15

• • • «

Stephany Lindquist. Elizabeth
Carr. Louise Pr'est. Nancy Leach.
Jacky Snow Louise Skinner. Ann
Melway Helen Holbrook. Phyllis
Springer. Joyce Lunt and Pat Munro
will be the ushers at the Ccmmmitly Concert on Thursday. Feb
12.

PPM ■ V B « BH

TEA-BAGS

LOANS
| To pay bills—Taxes—Repairs tol
home—Finance a car—Appliances
| —Or any other purpose, figuri |
out how much you'll need—Take
| a year or longer to repay—< om<-|
ill and see us today,

I

NEW ENGLAND

I

FINANCE CORP

I
_

407 MAIN STREET
f
_
TEL. 1133
| ROOM 203. SECOND FLOOR
OVER EUGENE S STUDIO ’
4-T-tf

I
4

I

-DAY SALE
IF GENUINE FAMOUS
ARCTIC” FURS
At Prices Often Less Than Vi
What You Would Pay Elsewhere!
Never before such values, and with fur
prices rapidly rising, probably never again!

Latest style coats in Raccoon-dyed Opos
sum, Sable-dyed Coney, Kidskin, Persian

Pavv Beaver-dyed Mouton, South American
Muskrat (Viscacha) — each one bearing the
authentic "ARCTIC" label!

Other furs, including Mink-blended Muskrat,

FEBRUARY’S

NEW DESSERT-OF-THE-MONTH

Black dyed Persian Lamb, from $55.

Budget Terms to Suit Your Needs

Dainty tart shells generously filled with tempt
ing Sealtest Vanilla Ice Cream . . . colorfully

AH Merchandise Guaranteed

topped with a layer of crushed cherries ... gaily

4 for only 68«

scalloped with real whipped cream. Delicious to

WE USE

look at. More delicious to eat. Enjoy them soon —

GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS

and ojten — zx home, at fountains, at restaurants.

(17* each)

MILLER’S
GARAGE
OeSOTO, PLYMOUTH

Lock for the Sealtest Sign on the Door
GENERAL ICE CREAM CORPORATION

>8-81 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
97-T-ti

TUNC Wt: Hk Sttllttl Villttt Start, Utrratt JACK CARSON with Cat ArJtn. Tbttru/ttt. ii}0 P. M» Nfifi
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THOMASTON
Miss Jean Elliot, daughter of J
iward Ell ot. will take part In the
innual Williams Prize Speaking
Jontest to be held tonight at Nas
on College. Springvale. Her selec,ion will be ‘Lady in the Dark."
Mrs Johanne Olsen of Colorado
s guest of her daughter, Mrs. Lasv•ence Weaver.
Stated meeting of Grace Chaper, O. E. S.. will be held Wednes •
ay night Following the meeting
“travel talk" will be enjoyed.
Nicholas Anzalone ts ill at his
tome. pending his trip to Pratt Di
agnostic. Boston, the latter part of
.he month.
Pythian Circle meets Friday at
home of Mrs. Helen Tabbutt for
unch at 12. Members will take o vn
lishes and' silverware. In the after
noon they w’ill sew on aprons.
Mrs Marvin Sprague was hostess
the NS W Club recently at the
tome of her mother. Mrs. Pearlie
all Present were Mrs. Gerald
Adlanv. Mrs. George King. Mrs.
?hllip Fprnald. M“s. Loring Jordan
4rs. Robert Drake and Miss Emma
fohnson.
Roland Weaver, Roger Steel and
oy Weaver. Jr., have enlisted in
he Army and arc stationed at
?ort Dix, N. J.
Tbo Thomaston Red Cross Motor
Service wiy meet Tuesday night at
’.3 at the home of Mrs. Edna Keyes
itain street.
Mrs Annie Robbins celebrated ner
I2d birthday Saturday at her home
>n Beechwood street. She received
many beautiful cards and two lovely
oirthday cakes were presented.
Mayflower Temple, P. S„ will held
its annual semi-public installation
tonight at 8 o’clock in K P. hall.
Simon S Hahn, formerly of this
town, was among a group of Ssvit
Company. Boston area employes
lonored for having been In the
Mtnpany’s employ for 40 years.
Charlotte Overlock, daughter of
Irs. Rachel Raat kainen. has been
■lected candidate for the D.A.R.
3ood Citizenship Pilgrimage by the
members of the Senior Class and the
'acuity of Thomaston High School,
liss Overlook has been extremely
ictive during High School course,
the is a member of the Nat’onal
Icnor Society. Captain of the Girls’
Jasketball team, member cf the
enicr play cast and assistant editor
if the Sea Breeze.
The Contract Club met Friday aftrnoon with Mrs. Richard O. Ellioi
it her home on Elliot street. There
ras one table in play. Mrs. Lucy
ipear won the highest score. Mrs.
JUa Elliot will entertain the club
text Friday
Federated Church Night

The annual Church Night at the
erated Church was held in the
'estry Thursday night with 70 perons present. The meeting was
ipened with a piano improvisation
>y John Dana, followed by pra.ve’
>y Rev. H F. Leach.
Reports cf the chinch clerk and
.reasurer were accepted, after whico
■eports of the various organizations
vere given: Sunday school by Mr.*,
. F. Leach: Youtn Fellowship, MUs
riscilla Burton: the Friendly Circle
Its. Marion Grafton: Mission Soiety, Mrs Edith Richards; WePwo Club. Mrs. Elizabeth Grafton:
enevolences. Miss Helen Studley
ihoir. Mrs. Marion Grafton.
Officers for the year were re-

ROCKLAND ■ >
TODAY. WED., THURS.
TWO
SMASH HITS
TWO

CARROLL
VERA

RALSTON
ROBERT

PAIGE
BRODERICK

CRAWFORD
BLANCHE

HENRY

CONSTANCY

MATTI*

TRAVERS • YVRKA * DOWLING • NeDANIS
Screen Play by Lawreoea KimbH
Bated on a Story by Robert T. Shannon
Aaanrfat. Producer.Director JOHN H. AUU

■
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GRANGE CORNER i
ZN ZN
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Never Lost A shiP
Fitting Tribute To Noted
Thomaston Mariner. Paid
By a Friend of Family

News Items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Capt. James E. Creighton, whose
death occurred in Miami. Florida,
Jan. 11, was born at South Warren
July 16. 1861. son ox Joshua Jordan
and Urania (Hathorne) Creighton,
being next to the youngest of their
six children of whom only he and
his brother Samuel lived to grow up.
The farm on which he was born
was one of the 47 lots granted to
the first Scotch-Irish settlers in
1736 by Samuel Waldo and drawn
by lot at Pemaquid by his ancestor
David Creighton.
Until its sale by Capt. Creighton
to Walter E Bucklin of South War
ren last November it had passed in
his family from father to son for
five generations. The frame house
in which he was born, and still
standing, is one of the oldest here
abouts yet this is the third house
to have been built on the land, the
first being a log cabin neai‘ the riv
er, the second a frame house also,
not for from the rite of the present,
and abandoned for the later, better
one.
Like his forebears he grew up a
rugged boy helping with the farm
work and attending the South
Warren district school nearby,
where he must have received a
thorough grounding in the essen
tials of education, judging by the
achievements of his later life and
his successful conduct of the im
portant business entrusted to his
hands.
At the age of 15 his formal
schooling was over. and. like most
of the boys about our coast, he
went to sea. It is curious that he
visited New York City before he had
ever been to Rockland, six miles
awav. First he was a deck boy, then
served his time before the mast on
the square-rigged ships which in
t.ha-o'.d days made Thomaston well
known in ports all over the world.
A good deal of this apprenticeship
was servpd under Capt David Riv
ers, highly regarded for his ability
and skill, and by whose training, as
well as that of others, he profited.
His passing marks the last of the
Thomaston captains who chalked
uo among their rough experiences
the rigorous voyages around Cape
Horn.
The day of the square-riggers
Acorn Grange of Cushing con passed. The era of schooners came.
ferred the first and second degrees At the age of 21 he became master
Wednesday on 11 candidates. The of the schooner Lottie and sailed
third and fourth degrees will be con her for six years. The way in which
ferred with a harvest supper Feb. he gave account of himself in that
18 at which time movies will be command, overcoming obstacles
shown on the program. Rehearsals .and ignoring handicaps, demonstra
are in progress ior the Minstrel ted his fitness to those who knew
show to be held in the near future. their navigation, and foretold the
• • • •
success which was to distinguish
Members of Goodwill Grange. all the days of his colorful and in
South Warren. 50 years of age and teresting career at sea.
over, will furnish the program Successively he was in command
Thursday night at the regular meet of the schooners. May O’Neil, Susie
ing. Members, who attend, also are M. Plummer. Fannie Palmer Har
reminded to take valentines, for wood Palmer. Dorothy Palmer and
Ruth Merrill. During the years
the meeting.
• • • •
1903-1904 he wa« in charge of the
Meenhaga Grange of Waldoboro, building o‘ the five-masted schoon
has been invited to confer the third ers Singleton Palmer and Harwood
j and fourth degrees at the Friday Palmer mentioned above, at Wal
meeting of White Oak Grange doboro. “home of the first fiveNorth Warren. Harvest supper will masted schooner " Capt. Creighton
was the Commodore Captain of
be served.
•• * •
the famous Palmer fleet of schoon
A Valentine Social will bg held ers which operated between South
Saturday night at White Oak ern coal ports and New England
for many years.
Grange Hall, North Warren.
At the beeinning period of the
• • • •
' Seven Tree Grange of Union will first World War he was appointed
confer the third and fourth degrees marine superintendent of the com
Wednesday night on several candi
dates. Mrs. Earl Butler is chairman
of the supper committee. Grange
Circle will meet Thursday with Mrs.
Nelson Calderwood.
At the latest session of China
Grange, South China, these offeerr
were impressively
nstalled by
Past Master and Deputy Cony
Webber, assisted by Mrs. Pearl
Webber and Mrs. Mima Merrill as
marshals, Irene Ring and Ina
Morrill as regalia bearer and em
blem bearer. Mrs. Esther Mc
Kean. pianist and Flora Faber.
"*'an'tn: Worthy Master. Ralph H
Esancy; Overseer, Ivan Austin;
lecturer Hazel Studhclme; secre
tary. Gladys Cook; treasurer. Anne
Tlbetts; chaplain. Mary
Ellen
Hold; steward, Philip True; as
sistant steward. Garfield Peaslec;
Ceres, Emeiine Esancy; Pomona
Constance Austin; Flora, Mildred
True;
lady assistant
steward,
Charlene Esancy; gate keeper.
Richard
Robldian;
Raymond
Spearin and Lewis Powers, execu
tive committee.
The officers presented Mrs Web
ber with a billfold and the Wel
fare Committee presented Past
Master’s jewels to Mr. Esancy who
is serving his fourth term as mas
ter, and to Midred True, the sec
ond lady ever to have been Mas
ter of China Grange. A fine oyster
stew supper was furnished and
served by the gentlemen.
• * • •
East Kennebec Pcmona Grange
met with South China Grange
Tuesday w th a goodly atten
dance. This was the first day
session since gas rationing and
the only one planned for this year
until the annual meeting.
The fifth degree was conferred
on six candidates, five from China
and one from Freeport. Pcmona
Lecturer being absent, the pro
gram was turned over to the lec
turer of the home Grange, Hazel
Studholmc who presented: Wel
come by Overseer. Ivan Austin;
singing by Grange; solo with
encore, Mary Hold; recitation.
“Two Pictures," with encore. Alice
Esancy; playlet, Mr and Mrs.
Wallace Brown of Pittston Grange
song by Mrs. Brown and story by
Mr. Brown; stories by Bert True
of Cushroc Grange: response by
John King of Chelsea; singing by
Grange
• • • •

bined Palmer & Winslow fleet of
large schooners owned by the
France & Canada S. S. Co. At the
close of the war the Government
had on its hands scores of wooden
ships which had been built for the
emergency, but, since wooden ships
were outmoded, it was deemed nec
essary to dispose of them. Capt.
Creighton was commissioned for
the task. The problem was to find
a spot where they could be sunk
without becoming a menace to nav
igation. He chose the Potomac Riv
er and there accomplished an un
usual piece of work.
Alter 46 years at sea. during
which he had sailed in two, three,
four, five and six-masted vessels,
voyaged to countless European and
South American ports as well as to
all the large seaports of tills coun
try, he retired in 1922 with the out
standing record of having never
lost a ship. He returned to his
home on Main street in Thomaston
which had been built by his cousin,
Charles Creighton, in the Nineties
and bought by him soon a‘ter.
In 1890 he had married Hattie B.
Turner, daughter of a sea captain,
and in this house they brought up
their three sons.
Capt. James Creighton’s retire
ment. however, never meant inac
tivity. The meaning of that word
was unknown to him. There was
the work of keeping his place and
his car in shipshape condition,
making his garden, helping his
brother who lived on the old farm.
There was the keen interest in his
family and his friends, whom he
visited often. Nor did his days of
travel cease. His automobile merely
became his ship. He spoke of it in
nautical terms. With it he made
the same careful preparation, the
good passage, the quick clearance,
only the arduous voyages at sea be
came carefree trips on land as he
journeyed with liveliest enjoyment
over a major portion of this coun
try and eastern parts of Canada,
his log for this kind of travel show
ing a total well over 290,000 miles.
Like other seafaring folks, some
of his leisure w'as used in the mak
ing of ship models, remarkable for
workmanship and accuracy to the
smallest detail. One of his models
was purchased by the Newport
News Marine Museum. It was
judged by that institution to be a
museum piece not only for its ex
cellence of construction but also
because it was so accurately drawn
to scale In every particular that it
would be possible in any future
time to exactly reproduce from it
the original vessel, which was the
A. G. Ropes, built in Bath in 1884
and commanded by Capt. David
Rivers for many years. Another
model, considered by him to be his
best, and which he kept, was that
of the Harwood Palmer. He had
drawn the plans, built, and sailed
the original.
A few of his years were passed in
California but during his later years
most of his Winters were spent in
Florida where he enjoved the sun
shine and took satisfaction in
watching the vigorous growth of
that State, especially the city of
Miami which he had seen for him
self in comparatively few years
grow by leaps and bounds from a
small fishing village to a city of
big doings.
Two years ago. after Spartan en
durance of suffering entailed by 13
operations on his left arm, amputa
tion became necessary and again
his high courage stood him in good
stead for the physical impairment

According to some studies made
by Herrell DeGraff. an economist
of Cornell University, during the
period from 1915 to 1919, the
average consumer in the United
States spent 29 cents for food out
of each dollar he received Dur
ing the 1936-39 period, the figure
was 23 cents, while in 1947 It
dropped to 19 cents. The cost of
food has not kept pace with the
advance in wages.

9 MOUNTAIN ST.. CAMDEN

GILBERT C. LAITE
FUNERAL HOME
TEL. 8225

DOROTHY S. LAITE
Licensed Funeral Director

Leila L. Rurrill

The death of Leila Louise Rurrill,
GO, widow of J Franklin Burrill, oc
curred Monday at Community He; •
pital. Mrs. Burrill was born Jan. 28,
1879, in Appleton, daughter of Rev.
E. S. and liulie Ames Ufford.
She was a member of the Woman's
Club of Union, the Beulah Baptist
Church of Willimansett, Mass . and
was a graduate nurse of Holyoke
City Hospital. |
Survivors are a brother. Dr. E U
Ufford1 of Auburndale, Mass., and
a sister. Mrs. Ethel Griffin.
Private funeral services will be
held Thursday at 2 o’clock from tne
Gilbert C. Laite Funeral Home with

' Rev. William E. Berger officiating
Entombment will be in Mountain
View cemetery and burial will take
place in Appleton in the Spring.

ROCKPORT .
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Emery have
gone to Providence where they will
make an indefinite stay.
The Wesleyan Guild will meet
Wednesday with Mrs. Ruth Erick
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Lew Dietz are the
parents of a daughter born Sunday
at Camden Community Hospital.
The G. W. Club will meet Thurs
day with Miss Marion Weidman.
Fred A. Norwood, W. R. C., will
celebrate Lincoln’s Birthday and
Valentine Day at their meeting
Thursday night with Mrs. Emma
! Torrey
Eastern Star Installation

j

Harbor Light Chpater O. E. S„
held its annual installation of offi
cers Friday with Miss Winifred
Burkett, D. D. G. M., of Camden
as installing officer. She was as
sisted by Mrs. Ruth Smith, Cam
den as grand marshal. Mrs. Mar
ilyn Barter. Camden, grand chap
lain and Mrs. Myrtle Wheeler Cam
den as organist.
Officers elected were: Mrs. Doro
thy Upham, matron; Roland Rich
ards patron; Mrs. Doris Whitney,
associate matron; Maurice Miller,
associate patron; Mrs. Orra Burns,
secretary; Miss Marion Upham,
treasurer: Ruth Graffam, organist;
Mrs. Lucy Stevenson, marshal: Mrs.
Elsie Hawkins, chaplain; Mrs. Thel
ma Haining, conductress; Glenicc
Farmer associate conductress; Ad
ah,
Beatrice Richards;
Ruth,
Beatrice Ryder; Esther, Marion
Cash; Martha, Vi Annis; Electa.
Elsie Packard: Warden. Bernice
Morton: sentinel, Harold Morton.
Musical program was furnished
by pupils of Mrs Myrtle Wheeler.
A social hour with refreshments
followed the installation program.
The sugar shortage is definitely
a thing of the past. Cuba is this
year harvesting a crop of more
than $6 009.009 tons, which is about
twice the size of its pre-war out
put

WE NEED THE SPACE
We need the space for our 1948 allotment of

Farm Machinery.

We are offering the following

items at Prices Below Our Original Cost.

PREMIER VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTRIC HEATERS
RADIOS, RECORD PLAYERS, COMBINATIONS
BANBAR, GENERAL, HARDAR HOME FREEZERS
FLAGSHIP 90 H. P. MARINE MOTORS

TRI-COUNTY FARM EQUIPMENT CO.
116 PARK ST.,

ROBERT E. LAITE
EARLE EAMES

tail and Cinda Weare and Olenna
Rollins the prizes in the Kippee
lace. Guests were: Carol A. Bur
gess. Jacqueline Chapin, Linda L.
Halning. Lois Lyman. Mary K
Parker. Glenna Rollins, Alice Ro
per, Beth Ann Smart, Ruth Valencourt, Thelma Wooster, Barbara
Smith. Cinda Weare, Trudy Weare.
Carl Dean Griffith, Jr„ Nancy Jane
Griffith, Thomas Brannan. John
Richard Perry, and Billy Perry.
Special guests were, the grand
mother, Mrs. John M Perry, her
teacher, Miss Marion Spurllng, Mrs
Munroe. Mrs. James Weare, Miss
Louise Kirk. Mrs. Carl D. Griffith.
Mrs. Winston Brannan and Mrs.
Howard Rollins. Shelby was the re
cipient of many lovely gifts.
Alonzo E. Fletcher
Alonzo E. Fletcher who died Feb
8. at the Mae Murray Nursing
Home, was born in Belmont, son
of Frank and Kasia Knowles
Fletcher. He was a retired railroad
inspector.
Mr. Fletcher was a member of
the Loyal Order of Moose.
Surviving are a son. Walter D
Fletcher of Waltham. Mass.; a
daughter. Mrs. Lorna King of Need
ham. Mass.; and brothers. Frank
of Belmont, Edward of Roxbury.
Ralph and Joseph, also of Massa
chusetts.
The funeral will be Wednesday at
2 o'clock from the Gilbert C. Laite
Funeral Home, with Rev Melvin H.
Dorr officiating. Burial will be in
Hillside Cemetery. Belmont, in the
Spring.

ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1288-M
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Vitamin D promotes the use of
calcium by the body.

CAMDEN THEATRE

LATEST NEWS

TUES.-WED., FEBRUARY 10-11
•WINTER SPORTS SHOW’

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
* .

. Jane

MACIC TOWN
LAST TIMES TODAY
Shows start at ........... 2.00, 6.25
Last Complete Evening Show
Starts at 7.35, Due to Length of
Feature

COMING FRIDAY-SATURDAY
THE HOOSIER HOT SHOTS
in
“SWING THE WESTERN WAY”

SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents

DANNY

Plus

YT

VIRGINIA

KAYE • MAYO

Skating Lady
Ski Master
I'll Be Seeing Ya
THURS.-FRI., FEBRUARY 12-13

RED SKELTON in
“MBRTON OF THE MOVIES”

“

in rtcMMiooioe ’

Sun. Shows.
Weekdays,
Saturday,

HOW YOU WILL
BENEFIT BY READING

3.00 to 10.30
2.00, 6.25, A30
2.00, 6.40, 8.40

STRAM 2

Hm world’s daily i

TEL. 892.

THE CHRISTIAN SCIEMCT MONITOR.

ROCKLAND

of

You will find yourself one
the bed-informed persons in your community on world offoirs when
you read this world-wide doily newspaper regularly. You will oom
fresh, new viewpoints, o fuller, richer understanding of today's vitol
news—PIUS help from its exclusive features on homemakinp, (duca
ts, theater. music, radio, sports.
tion, business.

offer"

CAMDEN
Five students from Camden High
Cedric Joyce. Eddy Stanley, Orman
Goodwin. Jr., Milton Christie and
Dwight French with Roger Calder
wood, a member o the faculty—at
tended the Ski Meets Friday and
Saturday at Bethel. Rumford and
Berlin. N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Hofer of
Cambridge, Mass., were week-end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
Staack, Sea street.
Mr. and Mrs. Lew Dietz are the
parents of a ti slighter, born Feb. 8.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Charter of
Brunswick were week-end guests
of William S. Chater and Miss Dor
othea Chater.
Bill Foxwell was home for the
week-end from Philips Academy.
Andover. Mass., having as guest.
Quintus Anderson of Jamestown.
N. Y., also a student at Phillips.
Community Hospital Auxiliary
meets today at the Congregational
Parish House. The business meet
ing will be from 2.30 to 3.30, after
which Dr. John Miller will be the
guest speaker. Tea will be served
4 o'clock.
The annual meeting of the Cam
den District Nursing Association
will be held Friday at 3.30 at the
home of Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery.
Election of officers and committees
will take place as well as plans for
the annual appeal for funds.
The Roll Call of the Congrega
tional Church with Holy Commun
ion will take place Ash Wednesday,
Feb. 11. at 7.30 p. m
The W S. C.S.. will meet Wed
nesday afternoon with Mrs. Charles
Burgess, Mechanic street.
At the Grange whist party Sat
urday night Mrs. Mae Young won
first prize: Marston Beverage, sec
ond; and Mrs Mae Leadbetter con
solation. Another patty will be
held next Saturday.
Mrs Philip Bickford of Moulton
is gupst of her mother. Mrs Henry
Erickson.
Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Richards
have returned to Bewiston after
spending the mid-year's vacation
from Bates College with Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Richards.
Shelbv Lee Perry, daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Robert Lee Perry,
celebrated her sixth birthday Sat
urday. The dining room was lovely
with decorations of pastel shades
of yellow, pink and blue. In the
center of the luncheon table was a
surprise box resembling a rose with
streamers to each place with a gift
attached for each guest. The favors
were pop corn balls dressed as dolls
standing at each place, also col
ored baskets ot Valentine candies.
There were crepe paper Dutch hats
with pig tails for the girls and pi
rate hats for the boys The refresh
ments included a lovely birthday
cake Jacqueline Chapin won the
prize foi pinning on the donkey’s

! Cuba (induced 60.900.ti00 pound..
! of avacados last year.

Jau«s

Subscribe no* to,
ol
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was intolerable but the handicap
worse. Yet few ever heard him
mention his infirmity. None cvei'
heard him complain. In his old way
he ignored handicaps and in little
more thun two weeks after the or
deal was on his way. driving his car
to Miami.
Although in failing health when
he iv>t v !:• late November on his last
trip to the South he was more cager to go than he had ever been and
th^s last effort ended in his death.
He was an unforgettable charac
ter. It was a complex character,
though only those who kenw “Capt.
Jim’’ best could realize that truth.
He seemed slow He was alert and
quick. He gave the impression of
stubborness. No one was more
ready to listen to the other fellow's
story nor more interested in it, but
when the facts wpre in he formed
his own opinion and he held it with
firmness. He awed strangers, but
he loved companionship.
He was born with the gift of
great physical strength. In his way
o; life he developed fearlessness,
resourcefulness and sound judg
ment. He esteemed thrift and in
dustry. And who was ever achieved
lifelong financial independence the
hard way without knowing their
worth as tools on the way up and as
habits there after’
On the surface his gruff manner
and terse speech betokened harsh
ness The amenities of life are not
kept in practice on stormy seas,
standing on a wave-pounded in a
deck in a roaring gale, command
ing men aloft to take in sails and
men below to batten hatches,
throwing every ounce of brawn and
brains into the direction of a lifeand-death struggle with the ele
ments. The demands made by nec
essity on the master of a little world,
and in shrewd business dealings,
do not leave soft, imprints. His
friends knew the warmth in his na
ture underneath and his apprecia
tion of kindness. They liked his hu
mor. relied on his honesty, admired
his ability.
Capt. Creighton was a membe’ of
the Boston Marine Society and a
Mason.
He is survived by his wife, Hat
tie Turner Creighton, his sons.
Maynard J., vice president of the
Atlas Powder Co., in Wilmington.
Delaware, George P., a Marine In
spector at Boston, and John T.
owner o' a business in Newark,
Ohio, eight grandchildren, and two
greatgrandchildren.
His body lies in the tomb at the
Thomaston cemetery where services
will be held and burial will be held
in the Spring.
Of this final account of his life,
Capt. Jim would say as he once said.
Too many words—as many as it
would take to log it from New York
to ’Frisco 'round the Horn." It all
m ght have been summed up in his
own words as he neared the end
and meditated aloud, “Time was
when I could tackle anything—and
do it. too.” Or better still by the
brief, timeworn line, “Iron men and
wooden ships."

Everyone knows where this one's going

elected: Clerk. Helen P. Studley
treasurer, Frank D. Elliot; financial
secretary, Jessie M. Stewart; bene7
olence treasurer. Helen P Stueley.
Following the business meeting a
i musical program, was presented by
puoils of Mrs. George and Mrs Rog
ers: Piano sqlos, Billy Flint. Gvver.
dolyn Thornton. Constance Kr.ignfs
Miss Sally Gilchrist; readings. Lee
Morse: ^elections by Junior Choir
i Mrs. Margaret Melgard, director.
A bouquet of bright Spring flows
traced the lunch table, presided
I over by Mrs. Eva Gillchrest. M
Ethel Cushing ana Mrs HpIs"
Swanholm. Sandwiches, cookies and
1 cocoa were served, and a social hour
. enjoyed.
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Tun- in HeNItV ]. MHO6,
Mutual Network,
Mondays and Friday*

White sidewall tires,
as Illustrated, available at extra coat.

O, it hasn't always been easy,
here of late, to he absolutely
sure just which way automobile
design was heading.

and ready fashion plate for any
thing but a Buick — you’re sure
from a glance that you’ll find it
steady ds a battle cruiser and full
of ginger as one of Grandma's
cookies.

N

So it’s a refreshing thing, people
tell us, to see one car that quite
clearly knows where it’s going —
and shows it inside and out.

A broad bonnet promises
plenty-power—and you get it with
such velvety new smoothness that
ou can’t mistake this poised
you need to check the battery__ charge needle to make sure
the engine’s running.
No gears ever shift
in DYNAFIOW DRIVE*
In Buick's new Dynafiow Drive,
You size it up as comfortable.
sliding gear transmissions and
The road’s verdict is that it’s
complex gear-changers are made
unnecessary. You simply set a
the most tireless car on the
selector lever and step on the gas.
market, what with four coil
The power plant does the rest,
adjusting itself to varying driving
springs, pillowy low-pressure
conditions with utter smoothness.
tires and a wholly new attack
You start up — accelerate — climb
hills — cruise — stop — start up
on car vibration keeping you

¥

again — all without touching the
selector lever.

The Christion Science Publishing Society
PB-5
One. Norway Street, Boston 15, Moss , U S.
I
Enclosed « SL for which pleose send me The Chrtetion
Science Monitor for one month.

A.

[• It*

encourages conversation — quiet
from Sound-Sorbcr top lining that
invites conversation in normal
tones.
A nd if it’s a Dynafiow Roadmaster you’re handling, here you

can sample driving ease that is
near magic in its simplicity.

You sit a lever, press the gas

Why not see your Buick dealer
now and get your order in?

BUICK'S
the one and only
WITH ALL THESE t'CATUOES

treadle — and simply steer. The

★ OYNAHOW MfVE * TAPtR-THKU

power plant does all the rest —
swoops you up from standstill to
full pace, accelerates, climbs,
slows to a stop, starts up again —
all without any gearshifting, either

★ VIBKA-SHIflOED RIDE * SAFCTY4IIDE

manual or automatic/

STYLING
RIMS
* HI-POISED FIREBAU POWER
* QUADRUfUX coil SPRINGING
* FtfX-FIF OIL RINGS

< Optional, Knadmairter eerieei

★ ROADJUFE BALANCE * RIGID TOROUE-TUSf
* SOUND-SORBER TOP LINING
(Super and Roadmaeter)

* DUOMATIC SPARK ADVANCt
* TEN SMART MODtLS * BODY BY FISHE*

Al

Fireproof Garage Co.

Gt,__.

'You find quiet here — quiet that

So it’s pretty plain where this
one’s heading — it’s going even
higher in the regard of the motor
ing public.

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

'Optional at extra rwt on Roadmanter moth In.

Noma

Strwt.

fresh through the longest day.

BOGKl-AND, MAINE

C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET.

•

ROCKLAND, ME.

C. W. HOPKINS
BAY VIEW STREET.

CAMDEN, ME.
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will celebrate its 56th anniversary
Friday night with Past Matrons
and Past Patrons filling tlie chairs, I
Mrs. Gertrude Boody Worthy Ma
tron and Milton M. Griffin. Worthy
Patron. Supper will be served at
6.30 with Worthy Matron Eliza
beth Seavey and corps of officers
Christian Dior, Paris fashion de in charge. As this is a spec a I sup
signer who launched the ‘new look’ per. those not solicited will be ex
last season, now has decided to let pected to pay.
well enough alone. Opening his
The afternoon meeting of the
Spring showing he refused to ex
aggerate his original theme of sen Women’s Educational Club at the •
sational lengths of skirts. He has Congregational vestry Feb. 20 will
retained last season's successful sil include club papers, current event
houette but has added enough new discussion, Mrs. Ada McConnell of
spices to make the dish 'more palat the Department of Health and Wel
able. He uses waist-restricting cor fare, speaker at 4 p. m. and George
selets. very little hip padding, but B. Varney of Kittery, speaker at
makes his skrts full enough to 5 p. m.
cover three subway seats by setting
full-length buckram petticoats be Wayne Hewett Heath son of Mr.
neath them. He has kept his hem and Mrs Stanley E. Heath. Ingra
line the same length as last season ham Hill, celebrated his sixth birth
—13 inches <rom the ground—and day Wednesday by entertaining 14
in many cases has even raised it to little classmates. Games were en
joyed Valentine favors were a part
about 14.
of the attractively decorated re
Charles H. Berry has returned freshment table which contained
home after a trip with Mrs. Berry two birthday cakes, ice cream,
and daughter. Marie to California, dainty sandwiches and punch.
Mexico and Florida. Mrs Berry and Those attending were. Bobby. Billy
Marie rema ned in Florida tem and Buddy Montgomery. Donald
Cassidy, Joan and Judy Knowlton,
porarily.
Kathleen Harvey. David Ames.
Albert McCarty of the Aberjona John and Katherine Verley, Ron
Plant in Wpburn, Mags., was a ald Thompson. Eva and Beverly
week-end guest of his parents, Mr., Tall and Connie Gouiding
and Mrs. David L. McCarty.
Miss Earlene Perry entertained
An informal family gathering at at a bride's miscellaneous shower
the Rockland street home of Isaac Friday night honoring Mis Nath
B. Simmons Sunday, honored his alie Nash. The guests met at Miss
83d birthday with canfie-bedecked Perry’s home and adjourned to the
cake and all the fixings. He received home of Miss Nash who was takPn
completely by surprise by the happy
many gifts.
invasion. A social evening with re
freshments
consisting of sand
Miss Janis Beal entertained a
group of classmates at a valentine wiches, soda, ice cream and two
party at her home. Her guests were bride's cakes was enjoyed. Guests
Margaret Grispi. Michel Levin- were; Gloria Studley. Cynthia
thal. Robert Shields, Beverly Banks. Knowlton, Peggy Packard. Louise
Dinn»
Dorothy Molloy, Shirley Nelson. Connelly. Henriella Stilt
Music, dancing and games were en Cameron. Ruth Bowley, Kathieer.
Paul. Anna Bullard. Marilyn Spear.
joyed by the young group.
Betty Staples. Barbara Fuller, Mo
na Joyce, Greta Nelson. Joyce wot 
ton. Lynne Rotrers, Earlene Perry
and Nathalie Nash.

Union Girl Engaged

Social Matters
Mi’, and Mrs. Ralph P. Conant
who started out bravely some weeks
weeks ago to do Florida, have never
explained why they were waylaid
in the Mosquito State. A postcard,
received at this office, finds them
still sojourning at Lyndhurst. N. J.
and "having a fine time.” Perhaps
they were afraid of becoming home
sick if they left the snowdrifts and
zero weather behind.
Mr and Mrs. E. L. Brown, who
had planned to spend the Winter in
Hollywood. Fla., and who changed
their mind upon reaching Boston,
have returned to their home at 55
Summer street.
Mr and Mrs. Elmer B. Crockett
leave Wednesday for a vacation
trip to Florida.

Mrs. Fred Collamore will enter
tain E.F.A. Club Wednesday after
noon at her home on Camden road.

The Y and O Sew’ing Circle met
recently at the home of Mrs. Bea
trice Beal, where a sunshine basket
was made up for Mrs. Shute. Miss
Phyllis Shute was also honored at
this meeting with a surprise birth
day party.
Practically all the
members were present and at the
end of the sewing session refresh
ments were served.

Maine’s Popular Advisor

Rev. Ruth Mathias
Over 20 Years Helping Folks

Send 5 Questions, $1 and Stamped

Envelope. Full Page Reading In
cluded.
12 Third Street,
Bangor, Me.
70-T-tf

COAT SALE AT THE BABY SHOP
One Coat and Legging Set
Red; Size di; was §18.95

now $9.95
One Coat and Slack Set
Red; Size 7; was $22.95

now $10.95
One Coat
Red; Size 8; was $18.95

now $9.95
One Coat Set with Bonnet
Blue; Size 2; was $19.95

now $10.95
1 Tweed Set with Bonnet
Size 3; was $18.95

now $8.00
Also One Lot of Summer Coats, now $2, $3. and $5
From Last Season; Sizes 2 to 6 years; were §8.95 and §10.95

One Knit Set, Pink, with Leggings and Bonnet
Size 1 year; was $6.95

now $2.95
CROCKER’S BABY SHOP

LIMEROCK STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
THIS LOVELY

PERMANENT

The young pupils of Mrs. Emma
Harvey who have recently formed
a band were entertained at her
heme Sunday afternoon in the
torm of a Valentine party and a re
hearsal. Prizes in the musica’
games were won by: Marion Tal
bot. Edward Baxter and David Deshon Others present were: Blaine
Cousins Benjamin Perry, Robert
Crie, Richard Davis, Donald Keat
ing .all of Rockland and Bruce
Strong of Thomaston Valentines
were exchanged and refreshments
served with Virginia and Beatrice
Chapman and Maxine Denbow as
sisting Mrs. Harvev. Another re
hearsal will be held in the near
future.

Miss Anne McLaughlin is visiting
her niece, Mrs. N. J Pauizer in
Douglaston (L.I.) Ncft York
Mrs. Ella Creamer of New York
is visit'ns Mrs. Lucien Green.
Chestnut street.
Thq Knox-Waldo Hairdresser’s
Association held its dinner meeting
Thur.-da.v night at the Hotel Rock
land with 41 members and guests
present. Basil Allen, Belfast and
James Roach. Rockland were ap
pointed the ticket committtee for
the Valentine Dance to be held at
Camden Opera House, Feb. 14.
There will he 15 models at the
dance showing daytime and evening
hair styles. Angelo Gagliano of
Augusta demonstratei, hair-cuts
and style sets. Mrs. Rosalie Kitt
redge of Lewiston eave a demon
stration of Color Treet. the new col
or shampoo. Three new member
Sybil G. Moulaison. Belfast: Mari
on Smith Rockland and FiorencR Young of Camden were admit’ed
Circle surner in the vestrv of
the Universalis,t. Church will be
held Wednesday.

So Soft
So Natural Looking
So Easy To Manage

pan? sivht

GREENLEAF-SIMMONS
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Simmons
announce the engagement of their
daughter. Miss Della Morrison, to
Edward Greenleaf, Jr., of Rockland.
Miss Morrison graduated from
Rockland High in the class of 1945
and is at present employed by the
N. E. Tel. and Tel. Co. Mr. Green
leaf is the son of Capt. and Mrs
Edward Greenleaf Sr. He gradu
ated from Vinalhaven High School
in the class o' 1945. served a year
in the Merchant Marine, and is at
, present employed by R & H. tax
( service. No definite date has been
i set for the wedding.

Someone gives this schoclbol
Mrs. Guy S. Lord of 7 Atlantic
! street, Portland, who has been a howler: Contralto is a low sort oi
pneumonia patient at the Marne Eye hMislc that only women can sing
& Ear Infirmary, is now convalesc- f nd when a man tries to sing it, it's
base.”
1 ing at her home.

Hazel Arlene Day

Mrs. Lendon C. Jackson. Jr., ol
Maverick street, gave a dainty
shower and bridge party in honor cf
Mrs. Will am T. Smith, Jr. Wednes
day night. Mrs. Smith received
many lovely gifts which were very
attractively displayed in a large Val
entine box. Those present were;
Mrs. William Dean, Mrs. Lawrence
Epste n. Mrs. Rex Garrett, Mrs. Nel
son Glidden. Mrs. Oram Lawry. Jr
Mrs Fred A Snow, Mrs. Alex Vardavoulis, Miss Ruth Rogers, Miss
Maricn Ginn, and Miss Dorethy
Lawry. Refreshments were served.
Prizes in bridge went to Miss Reg
ers. first MLss Ginn, second. Mrs.
Dean third,, and Mrs. Gidden,
fourth.

A block of Fren-h chalk is inval
uable in the home. Try cleaning
small spots. I et stand one day and
then brush and see how clean it is.
lie Leads Us On
He lea: 5 us on
By paths we do not know;
Upwards He leads us though our
steps are slow.
Though oft we faint and falter on
the way.
Though storms and darkness oft ob
scure the day.

GILBERT’S

Leaders Of Music Club Fed Miss Belle Spring Presents
eration Discuss Import
Notable Paper On “Prog
ant Matters
ress In Art”
The mid-Winter conference ol the
Past Presidents' Assembly and the
Presidents ' Counc 1 cf the Maine
Federation of Music Clubs was
held Friday at Hotel Rockland. Mrs.
Fred A Snow was in charge of the
Past Presidents' Assembly and Miss
Dorothy Lawry had charge of the
Presidents’ Cone 1 meeting.
Miss Louis H Armstrong, imme
diate State Past President, spoke at
the assembly on the project of
Young artist’s prize fund Plans for
the State convention and a Past
Presidents' Frolic in May were
made.
Miss Nelle L. McCann, State
president was the speaker at the
council meeting. Club problems
were discussed and plans were made
to have an r-’rlv No'mber meeting
each year following the State board
neettng.
The two groups joined together
‘or luncheon with Rev. Neal BousHein of the Maine Seacoast Mission
as speaker. The M'ssicn is a proj
ect of the clubs and he told where
th<» materia’’ ai’-en them were
placed and showed moving pictures
of the work that is done by the Misi sion.

SENTER,CRANE'S

see

THAT
SHELL?

ff 1 A A

SAL0N

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
Fred L. Gocdnow, Prop.

375 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME. PHONE 142

MAIN \NI) PARK STS.

TEL. 419

ROCKLAND, ME.

——BiTWrtMMWMBKW:

If You're

NOW AT

AL’S

AT HALF PRICE

COLD WAVE

Remaining

WINTER COATS

*5.00

REMOTE CONTROL PERMANENT WAVE s5.00

Half Price
Good assortment, including

STROOCKS

This is made possible by arrangements between this Salon
and Manufacturers and Jobbers

Also Beautiful Line of

SPRING COATS
arriving daily

AL’S

HAIRDRESSING SALO

286 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE,

TELEPHONE 826

"Progress in Art," the subject of
an interesting paper read by -Miss
Belle Spring, before members and
guests of the Methebesec Club Fri
day afternoon. Tombs and alters,
places of worship, -em to' have
been the earliest forms of Art; the
most famous is the stone circle
’Stoneage' on Salisbury Plains, Etigland which she has seen, and of
this prehistoric relic, she has sev
eral photographs Monuments of
this primitive period are found in
Scanaanavia
Ireland.
Britain,
North Germany India, Asia, Egypt'
the north coast of Africa and in
the region of the Atlas mountains.
Miss Spring spoke of the Greek
development of Painting: then of
•Sculpture, Mosaic work, consisting
of figures formed of various colored
stone, joined together, appeared at
f later date, used tor the more mag
nificent ormentation of pavements
She exhibited a picture she took
of one of the richest houses in PomPeii. built 600 B C rebuilt 630
A D.
She spoke at some length In re
gard to Leonardo da Vinci, <14521519i born in Italv some of his
works exist today and that of the
Virgin of the Rocks" is in the
Louvre in Paris; the well-known
“l-ast Surner" began in 1494 was
first painted on the rock wall of
th" refectory of ^anta delle Grazie
Milan, new so badly defaced that no
figure remains intact. In the Louvre
galierv js the Mona lisa. begun in
1500 and never quite finished yet
the most marvelous of all por
traits, antique or modern.
Eliot P Beverage of Camden
spoke on the art of painting, and
exhibited some 30 of his pieces of
work man'- of thp olaces familiar
to his andicence and all very love
ly to look at. Mr Beverage is the
first artist from the State o' Maine
or from New Fngland. according
to a "erent nress notice, to be asked
bv th" U of M. to join the ranks
o' artists who are to exhibit in the
University gallaries at Orono this
month
Mr". TToDe tOroenhalge) Williams
Miss Maude Hall and Mrs Flora
1 (Merchantl Cullen, exhibited some
choice pieces and Edmund St.
laurenee of Tiverton R. I., a for
mer pupil of Miss Spring's sent a
few of h’s drawtnps marie in Europe
and Africa while he was in service.

wsusw

s5.00
beauty

Methebesec Club

Mr. and. Mrs. George W. Day o!
Union announce the engagement of
their daughter. Hazel Arlene Day, to
Herbert Kellam Ellingwood, son o
Mrs. William A. Ellingwood and he
late Dr Ellingwood cf Rockland.
Yet. when clouds are gone.
Miss Day gradlquated from Umcn
We know He leads us on.
Higli School and was awarded a
He leads us on
scholarship for her outstanding
Through the unquiet years.
work . She attended Hus'on Col
Past all our dreamland hopes, doubts
MABEL B. COBB
and fears.
lege in Bangor and graduated n
A benefit bridge for the JuniorMabel H Cobb, wife of Harold P
1945, at which time she received lb Senior High Schoo] P.T.A. to be He guides our steps through all th?
Cobb of Searsmont, Maine, died at
tangled' maze
cup awarded to the outstanding girl held Wednesday afternoon in the
"f the class. She i a member of Tower Room at the Community Of sin, of sorrow, and o'erclouded a local hospital where she had been
!
a patient for several days. She was
day.
Pi Rho Zeta International Sorori < Building was planned by the com
born in Union, January 18, 1887.
We know his will is done,
In September. 1945. Miss Dav mittee which met Friday afternoon
daughter of Fred Burgess and Sarah
And still he leads us on.
joined the teaching staff at Fox- with Mrs. Christopher Roberts. Mrs.
Ware Burgess. She is survived by
croft Academy. Dover-Foxcroft Edwin Webber and Mrs. Christopher
And, He at last
her husband, six brothers Arthur
where she taught commercial sub Roberts will be co-chairmen, as After the weary strife.
Mass.. Walter of Union.
jects and was director of girls ath sisted by the folic wing committee: After the restless fever we call life. of Topsfield,
of Union. George of Cumletics. In June. 1949. she became , Mrs. William Koster. Mrs. Gardner After the dreariness, the aching pain Il Charles
berland Center, William of New
member of the faculty at Husson French, Mrs. Charles Heino. Mrs The wayward struggles which have Sharon.
Ma ne. John of Waldoboro,
College and at present is on sab Ralph Stone, Mrs. Robert Pendle
proved in vain
several nieces and nephews.
batical leave of absence from that ton Mrs. Frank Vaitones, Mrs. Fred
A ter all our toils arc past.
She was president of WJSC.S. of
oollege and is enrolled in the Sch o! "now Mrs. Kenneth George. MrWill give us rest at last
he Community Methodist Church
of Education at University of Mai i" Martin Graces. Mrs. Mario Grisp
John Henry Newman.
of Searsmont. a member of the
M" Fi'lnewootf is a graduate of and Mrs James Kent Telephone
bommunity Methodist Church, and
Giand Pre. in what is now Nova Past Matron of Rosewood Chapter.
Rockland High School. Mount Har comm ttee: Mrs Donald Clark and
Scotia,
v.as
the
home
of
Evangeline,
mon School for Boys, and the Maine Mm. Charles McIntosh: Mrs. Oliver
O ES. of Searsmont. The funeral
All members heroine of Henry Wad-worth Long- will be held at Coombs Funeral
Maritime Academy. lie served as a Holden, publicity.
ellow's
poem
of
that
name.
Lieutenant with the Merchant Ma are asked to make a special effort to
Home. Belfast. Sunday. Feb 8. 1948
rine during the war and iater served - sell tickets.
t 2 p. m. Burial will be in Oak
From The Merchant Of Venice
■ ith ’he Naw aboatd the subma
cemetery. Searsmont in the
Miss Jill Young, daughter of Mr. How sweet the moonlight sleeps ( G'Ove
rine U. S S. Remora, and as camBpring. The bearers will be her six
m’ssary officer at the Naval base in and Mrs. Almon N Young, celebrat
upon this bank!
brothers.
Vallejo, OUlf. He received his dis ed her first birthday Saturday a’ Here will we sit, and let the sounds
Mrs. Edward Gordon attended
charge frrm the Navy in June, 1947. , ner home in Augusta. Those at
of music
retaining his commission in the Na tending from Ro kland were: He: Creep in our ears; soft stillness and Bowdoin College graduation exer,
grandparents,
Mrs.
Aimcn
M.
Yount
is'-s at Brunswick Saturday He
val Reserve. At present Mr. Elling
the night
wood is in the School of Business and Mr. and Mrs Harold Mitchell Become the touche of sweet har brother, Robert S. Oransky of
and
from
Rockport,
her
aunt,
Mrs
Portland was a member of the gradAdmini'rtration a* Hu son College
mony.
Pea a "H-p Corrtpr-Gazette
No date has been set for the wed Maynard C. Ingraham. Jr.
Sit, Jessica; lock how the floor of | uating class.
heaven
ding.
The Rubinstein meeting sched
Is thick .nlaid with patines of bright
Miss Marion R. Lindsey enter uled for Friday night, has been
gold
tained Friday night with a Hobo postponed through consideration of There's not the smallest orb which
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
party. A social evening with re the World Day of Prayer.
thou behold's’
♦
freshments was enjoyed. Guests
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mushill of I But in liis motion like an angel
were Jeanette Sulldes, Virginia St. Louis. anno"npe the engagement
sings.
Economy, Bettv Gamble. Neva Sutli- of their daughter Aleatha Jo At Still quiring to the young-eyed
Keep Your Wedding Day With You forever with a
bertson, Evelyn Pendleton. Eliza wood to Cpl. Dennis H. Trask. A AE
cherubims;
beth Carr. Carrie Venezia. Douglas son cf Mr. and Mrs. Enter E Trask. Such harmony is in immortal souls;
series of our lovely Wedding Photographs
Makinen. Richard Robarts, Theo I Jr. South Ma n street. Miss At wood But whilst this muodiy vesture of
dore Sylvester. Raymond and Ker I graduated from Theodore Roosedecay
mit St. Peter. Samuel Baum, Robert j velt High School in 1946 and since Doth grossly close it in, we cannot
Colonial Photographic Services, Inc.
Boudreault, Wesley Hoch and Pau, l that time has held a secretarial pohear it.”
—Shakespeare.
Sulides.
t sltion in a large manufacturing
company In St louts. She is a
403 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, TEL. 1220
Daie Lindsey will arrive today member of the Y.W.C.A. and is recfrom Boston for a brief visit with i reat cnal director of the Co-ed Club
his mother, Mrs. Marion Lindsey. an organization of the Y.W.C A
Laurel street.
Cpl. Trask,, upon his graduation
from Rockland High School in 1946.
Mrs. Velma Benson is confined '0 enlisted
in the U. S. Army Air Corps
her home as result of a broken leg and at the
present time is stationed
suffered in a fall Thursday in front ‘ at Scott Field.
Ill. where he is an
of her home on Linden street.
instructor in radio school. The
This week is the busiest, socially wedding will take place in March.
of the Winter. A "must" to attend
Mrs. Clara Emery will attend tlje
is the Junior Class play "The Doc State Executive Board meeting oi
tor Has a Daughter." Wednesday- the WCT.U at the Wor.-ter Hous"
JUST ARRIVED!
Thursday at 8 p. m. at the Hig.i Hallowell, Thursday. Luncheon will
School Auditorium. Reserved seals be served.
checked at 3 45 to 6 o'clock tonight
Wednesday and Thursday at Chis Mrs. Arthur P. Haines enter
GORGEOUS EVENING DRESSES
holm's or at the Principal's office. tained the Mite Club Monday aft
High School Building
ernoon with buffet lunch. Honors
in contract were won by Mrs. Emily
Don't forget to check your seats Stevens. Mrs. Albert Jameson and
tonight, tomorrow or Thursday, 3 d5 Mrs. George Avery. Mrs. A. D
to 6 o'clock, a! Chisholm's, or Jht Morey won the traveling prize
Principal', office, High School, for Special guests were Mrs. Albert
the Junior Class play. "The Duct ir Jameson. Mrs. Emily Stevens, Mrs
, Has a Daughter. Wednesday-Thury- George Avery and Mrs. Sanford
day at the Higli School Auditorium Delano. Mrs .George L. St. Clair will
8 p. m.
• entertain the club at its next meet-

IS GIVEN BY US
FOR ONLY

FINGER WAVE
WITH SHAMPOO

Conference Here

This And That

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

SCHOOL •STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.. TEL. 541

WHO SAYS SO? Justmillions
of farmers and other workers
who wear them. They know—
and you, too, should know.
Tough inner shell horsehide, in
BOTH soles and uppers, tanned
buckskin - soft by our secret
triple-tanning process. Dries
out soft after soaking — stays
soft. Extra comfort and extra
wear on any job. You’re losing
plenty of both if you’re not
wearing Wolverines. Come in
and try on a pair of Wolverines.

WODhsRINE
SHELL HORSEHIDE WORK SHOES

McLain Shoe Store
Al the Walkover Sign

*

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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“Give Away Irm”

An Open Letter

Entertainment At the Kippy
Karnlval Next Friday

Captain Tyler W. Spear La
ments Absence Of Honor
Roll In Home City

Friday’s entertainment at the
Kippy Karnival will see the follow
ing program provided:
Scene. “Give Away Ihn ” Time.
Any Valentine Day. Our Hero. Dan
Cupid.
Master of Ceremonies,
Leonard Gal: ano
Orchestra.
Opening Chorus

Ballet—

Barbara Bay. Catherine McPbull
“Fun and Fancy Free."

Virginia Manning
Duo—"ABC U8A.“
Patricia Bisbee-Cttrl Gray
Trio—"Desert Song,"

Donna Gardner Bertha Dondi^
Jeanne'te Escorsio

Specialty—“Mammy,”

Carlisle Brown

"Rose O'Day."

Beverly Brewer

“Let My Song Fill Your Heart."

Solo Specialty—

“So Far.”

Bay’ Pendleton

Joan Prock

Mary Ellen Brown

Jean Young. Jack Pa&son, Stanley WaUh
Specialty—

Gall Clark
“None But the Lonely Heart.”
Dick Oiley
Specialty—
Greta Nelson

“Smoke Gets ln Your Eyes."
Jeanette Escorsio

Quintet Specialty—

Dick McIntosh. Charles Foote
Ken Nelson Dick Pease
OiKer Curtis

Closing Chorus,.
Orchestra.

U. S. Naval Station, Green Cove
Springs. Florida. Feb. 3:—
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It was with great regret that on
my last visit to my home in RockI land last December I learned
about tiie removal of the “Plaque"
! or "Honor Roll." That, to my way
! of thinking is a pretty black ink
pot on the map of Rockland.
From Key West to Maine and
I from Maine to California, nearly
[every city, town or hamlet has
erected in its city square or park, a [
Plaque’ or “Honor Roll" to the
, memory of those who paid the sui preme sacrifice.
; Do we so quickly forget the
‘ lathers, husbands, brothers, sisters
or friends who gave their all that
we may carry on as free people in
II he greatest country on the face of
1 the earth.
I hope the American Legion,
churches and other groups w.li get!
behind this idea and request the
City Fathers to re-build and reerect a better "Plaque" or "Honor
Roil" for the city of Rockland.
Captain Tyler W. Spear <D.CJ
U. S Navy.

SALE!
To Celebrate Our Tenth Birthday, We Are Offering Unusual
Values-Odd Lots Of Merchandise At Close-Out Prices-Extra
Special Values On Many Others.

Rockland Lions

President Bicknell Voices
Aims Of the Junior Cham
ber Of Commerce
Rockland Women’s Club Pro
An earnest young speaker who
vides An Interestinq
gave every' evidence of "knowing
Social Event
his onions" was Wednesday’s speak

Sale Starts Wed., Feb. 11-Ends Sat, Feb. 21

Annual Guest Night

The Rockland Women’s Club held
Its annual guest night Monday at
the Congregational vestry with 93
present. Twenty-four members of
the Methebesec Club. 21 of the new
ly-formed Junior Women's Club and
18 others were honored guests.
After a short business meeting
conducted by the president, Mrs.
Thelma Parsons, a program was
presented by members chosen from
from all the three clubs and from
the guests, with Mrs. Virginia Stod
dard as program cha rman.
Mrs. Maude Blodgett, president
of the Methebesec Club and Mrs.
George Avery, delegate, spcke </! the
conference of the Maine Federation
of Women’s Club held recently in
the Senate Chamber, Augusta.
The program.
6olo—"Just a Song At Twilight."
Ruth Hoch, accompanied by
Dorothy Lawry
Reading -"The Bath Hour."
Mrs Myrtle McOaughev
Plano Soio--*'Val£e Brllliante."
Manna-Zoues
Mrs. Ruth Daiton
Paper—"From Fig Leaves to Shorts."
Miss Annie Frost assisted by
M's. Madlene JacXson
Plano Duet—Deep Purple.'’
Dorothy Lawry and Nathalie Snow
Reading—"Mother and Junior Visit
the Doctor,
Louise Gregory
Solos—
"Dutch Lullaby."
"Brown Bird Binging."

Mrs Mary Lawry. acoompaoted by
Mrs. Faith Berry

Group singing was led by Doris
Coltart, with Nathalie Snow at the
piano.
The hostesses for the evening
were members ot the social commit tee—Mrs. Eleanor Johnson. Mrs.
Mllldred Brannan. Mrs. Ruth Mazzeo, and Mrs. Madlene Jackson.
The refreshmen’ table was very
lovely with Valentine decorations
and a tasty lunch was served by the
Sfccial Committee assisted at the tea
table by Mrs. H P. Blodgett and
Mrs. Stella Ellingwood.
The newt meeting of the Rockland
Woman’s Club will be held at
the home of Mrs Rex Garrett. In
Thomaston. March 1.
NO MORE CONTENDING*
Let's have no more eootendtngi,. dear.
You and I; ,
Lest we low our Eden hen,
Then we'd tJ«h.
Wild wongs have nd truth, dear
wed we know.
But they bend our spirits down, dear,
So very low
They are not the
of lo*. e. dear.
Hold no charm.
We must bush and still such taUslng.
dear
Lest lt harm.
We should speak ne words my lover.
Not a aruth
Bhun all hateful Jibing st each other.
As a serpent's moth.
Let’s have no more contending*.., dear.
You and I.
Lest we lose our Eden. dear.
Then we'd sigh
I M T.
Cuba is tryln to overcome a
shortage of householr electric re
frigerators.

TO CLOSE OUT

er at the Lion, luncheon, and from
lilm the members learned of the
plans and ambitions of the recently (
organized Junior Chamber of Com- !
merce.
The young man was Charles E.
Bicknell 2d, the Chamber’s first
president. He was Introduced by
Howard Crockett of the February
entertainment committee.
President
Bicknell said the
Chamber ot Commerce was formed
in 1920 and now has branches in
all but few ol the United States.
North and Central America and
about half of South America. Be
longing to the various branches are
140,000 young men between the
ages of 21 and 35 years.
Its purpose is to get these young
men Interested in civic development.
Everything we do the speaker said,
spreads to surrounding communi
ties. Everybody- is free to express
his opinion. The members learn to
speak and acquire force.
They learn that lt is not individ
ual welfare which counts, but the
general welfare of the community.
We want to see good clean gov
ernment, and have pledged our
selves to get something done. With
this spirit instilled we will have
one of the most civic-minded cities
in the State.
We are only too glad to have
projects brought to our attention;
and we stand ready to give our serv
ices to any club which may desire
them.
A visiting Lion whom the Club Is
always glad to greet W’as present—
Charles Webster of Vinalhaven.
There will be no meeting next
Wednesday as the club is meeting
with the Rotary and Kiwanis Club
that noon, when Representative
Margaret Chase Smith is to be guest
speaker.

Five Only—Extra Heavy Scooters, large
sue, 10 in. wheels; were 7.95

now $4.95
\

7

Smoked Shoulders, 4 to 6 lbs................... lb. .43
Armour’s Sliced Bacon.......... '......... lb. .65
Pure Lard, 1 lb. pkg............................. lb. .28
Pig’s Liver . .................................... lb. .33
Little Pig Pork Roast......................... lb. .51
Sirloin Steak, cut from western beef ... lb. .63
Fish Bits ............... ..................... lb. .29
CoMins’Pea Soup.. .. .. .. .. . ..
3 No. 2 cans .25
Diamond Walnuts.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .39
Aunt Jemima Family Flour....... 25 lb. sack 2.27
Dfeft Washing Powder.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pkg. .35
Silver Dust Washing Powder, with Wash Cloth
... .... ....................................... pkg. .41
California Pea Beans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 lbs. .41
Armour’s Oleomargarine.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb. .43
Cigarettes, popular brands.............. carton 1.87
Armour’s Corned Beef Hash................. can .31
Von Can Have Tour Orders DeUvcred For 25c. within City Limit.
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

BOBBI’S MARKET
Comer Broadway and Pleasant Street
TELEPHONE 1218

SPECIAL CLOSE OUT

Galvanized Pails, 12-Quart, not 10-quart.
Regular 59c

•

Sale 49c
Quickie Hand Cleaner, cleans without
water, prevents chapped hands; reg. 35c

ANOTHER CLOSE OUT
Volcano Roaster-Toaster, use as hot
plate, bread Toaster, etc.; was 4.50

To Close Out $1.99

Sale 25c
Glass Window Ventilators, keeps out rain
and snow, prevents drafts; reg. 89c

Sale 59c

Hostess Candy Dishes, were 98c

, Floor Clothes Dryers; were 79c, 89c, 99c

Hostess Ice Cube Buckets, were 98c

Barcoline Paint Cleaner, 1 lb. size;
regular 35c

Sale 1-2 Price

now 69c

Sale 25c

Four Only—Vegetable Bin*;, metal, color
ivory; were 1.79

Glastonbury Crystal Decorated Salad
plates; were 59c

Betty Brown Table Mats, set of 3 mats:
regular 59c

now 69c

Sale 99c

To Close Out 39c

Waste Baskets, large size, hand painted
decorations; colors ivory, red, blue;
were 1.98

Sunshine Window Plant Shelves, as ad
vertised by Joseph Breck & Son;
were 2.65

Sale $1.49
Small Size Waste Baskets, decorated,
were 49c

Sale 29c

Sale 49c

To Close Out $1.69
Kleer-Vieu Knife Racks, holds 8 assorted
kitchen knives and 1 butcher steel;
were 2.65

Laundry Bags, Al quality; regular 98c

Sale 79c
Baby Dinner Sets, plastic, will not break,
set of 3 dishes, regular $1.89

Sale $1.39
Betty Bright Shelf Paper; reg. 8c pkg.

To Close $1.59

Wall Plaques, Fruit Designs; were 1.83

z

MORE BARGAINS

Tea Tiles, Assorted Designs; were 59c;

Walker Ware Aluminum Utensils, Tea
Kettles, Sauce Pots, Kettles, etc.

Sale 39c

25% Oil Regular Price

Deluxe Safex, Safety Ash Trays, set of 3,
were 98c

Universal Potteries Oven Ware, beauti
ful moonstone red; Salad Sets, Tea Pots,
Pitchers, Mixing Bowls, Casseroles, etc.

Sale 69c
Rubber Door Mats, size 18,30; reg. 1.79

Sale $1.29

'r
r**>

V
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Salt and Pepper Sets, large size, 22k.
gold plated. Were 1.89 pair

Sale 99c

Sale 59c
Drip Cut Servers, regular 25c

Sale 19c

• '

Kromex Casserole, regular 3.39

Sale $2.29
■C. <J

a • & WO

Sale 5c pkg.

Sale $1.39

/•’

:•
4. -

/

Sale $2.50

PRICES ARE LOW AT
Store Hours—Open from 8.00 A. M. to 9.00 P. M.
Including Sundays

Sale $259

Close Out $9.95

Lime Squeezers; were 71c

BOBILL’S

Sale 2 for 15c

Sale 1*2 Price

Three Only—Folding Chairs, extra
quality; were 5.00

Extension Course In AudioVisual Methods Of
Teaching

Revere Chrome Plate Solid Copper Tea
Kettles, 4-Quart size; regular 2.98

Three Only—Table Model Radios, five
tubes, built-in antenna: were 31.95

now $2.49

v

Tavern Candles, 15 inch, most all colors.
Regular 2 for 20c '

Four Only—Aluminum Kitchen Stools,
light but strong; were 7.50

Three Only—Kitchen Step Stools, well
made; color red; were 4.49

Interests Teachers

Teachers in High and elementary
schools in this area are intensely
intereoted in the extension course
in Audio-Visual methods of teach
ing which starts Wednesday at 4
p. m. In the Tower Room at Com
munity Building. Prof. Joseph Hall
of U. of M., will be in charge, the
courses leading to University cred
its.
There will be eight visits with
sessions at 4 to 5.45 and 7 to 8.45
p. m., each visit. The first visit will
be at the Tower Room, Community
Building and those thereafter in the
auditorium of Rockland High
School.
The courses will deal with edu
cational method and organization
in the use of modern projection
machines and with the construc
tion and use of simple devices by
teachers and pupils.
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SPECIAL-CLOSE OUT
Trimz Ready Pasted Wall Paper, mostly
small lots, several designs. This paper
washable, fadeproof, high grade; was
1.98 and 2.19 per box. This is a bargain!

Carv-a-Slice Slicer, made by "The Village
Smith Folks.” A quality slicing knife;
regular 1.98

Sale $1.69

also above in blue color

Voos Stainless Steel Knife and Fork Set.
Extra quality stainless steel, mirror fin
ish, red handles, six knives, six forks in
display box. Reg. price 9.75 set.

U. S. Enamel 2-Quart Sauce Pans, triple
coated; regular 50c

Knives only as above; reg. 9,95 dozen.

25% Off Regular Price

Sale 39c

Sale $7.75
Sale $7.95 dozen

U. S. Enamel Chambers, child’s size
regular 45c

Sale 29c
Lewis Lifetime Stainless Steel Kitchen
Utensils; complete line. Save fuel, save
time, no scouring.

Special—25% Off Regular Price
Windsor Broom Co. Famous White Cross
Brooms, one of the best brooms ever
made. Regular 1.79

Sale $1.49

Close Out 59c

Lay’s Kitchenette Brooms, light weight
but good; sweeping distance 97 miles.
Regular 1.19

Trimz Cedar Closet Paper, mothproof
that closet. Regular price 2.98

Top of Hearth Brooms; were 79c

Special $2.19

Sale 59c

New Stainless Steel Coffee Maker, life
time wear, high polish finish; no more
broken bowls; reg. price 9.95.

Sale $7.95
A few Light Fixtures, three and fivelight hanging fixtures used for display.
One-half Price
A few Copper Lanterns, heavy, extra
quality.

25% Off Regular Price
Swivefier Jumbo Lamp, adjustable; stays
put at any angle; for use with various
type heat bylbs; reg. 7.95

Sale $5.95

Sale 99c

Many Other Items Not Listed at Reduced
Prices. A Visit To Our Store Will Be
Well Worth While.

Main Street Hardware Co.
441 Main Street

Rockland, Maine
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